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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There has been a growing interest and body of research on sustainable transportation systems; as the second largest producer of carbon emissions globally (Kivimaa and Virkamäki 2014), intensified focus on the transportation sector makes logical sense given the growing significance of transportation-related emissions and the pressing challenge of global climate change. Transportation systems are multifaceted and interlinked, requiring much more than the dominant focus on the technological efficiency of vehicles (Kivimaa and Virkamäki 2014), especially given the ambition of climate targets and the complexity involved in effectively promoting a socio-technical transition to a low-carbon transportation system. Reflecting this need, there has been a growing interest and focus on demand side management and a broadening of scope in transport planning, witnessed by an increase in diverse short and long-term measures, such as improved cycling and walking infrastructure, car-sharing, teleworking, pricing mechanisms, increased supply of public transit and (critical for long-term change) strategic land-use planning geared at promoting sustainable transportation modes (Kivimaa and Virkamäki 2014).

Transportation-related emissions account for nearly one third of Ontario’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, the largest of any share, making the reduction of these emissions “the biggest opportunity - and also the biggest challenge - to achieving Ontario’s 2020 GHG reduction target.” (Mahony 2016, 9-57). While total emissions have fallen in the province, roughly 6% between 1990 and 2014, transportation-related emissions grew by 27% (Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016; cited in Government of Ontario 2017b). Passenger transportation emissions (cars, trucks, bus, rail, domestic aviation) accounted for roughly 66% of transportation-related emissions in 2014, growing 15% since 1990, due primarily to increased vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and an increase in fleet composition of larger vehicles like SUVs, minivans and pick-up trucks (Government of Ontario 2017b). Freight emissions are also significant, making up roughly 30% of transport-related emissions in 2014 (Government of Ontario 2017b). The road freight transportation sector has seen major increases (68%) in emissions since 1990, a product of shifts to just-in-time delivery in the manufacturing sector, and to warehousing, distribution and large-scale retail in the commercial sector.

There are many ways to classify measures to achieve emission reductions in the transportation sector, including by policy goal, by level of government, or by regulatory vs. market mechanisms. This research on road passenger transportation utilizes two broad categories to organize decarbonization efforts in the Province of Ontario: 1) cleaner vehicles and 2) transportation demand management. These categories represent the two key goals of policies and mechanisms aimed at developing a low carbon transportation system: 1) make passenger vehicles emit less GHGs, and 2) reduce the number of vehicles on the road. The establishment of an economy-wide carbon price acts to bolster these specific efforts.

Following a steadily-increasing intensity in efforts beginning in the early 2000s, the current legislative/climate change governance approach prior to the 2018 provincial election represented a peak in directly addressing GHG emission mitigation by the Ontario provincial government. The 2015 Climate Change Strategy, the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) and the 2016 five-year Climate Change Action Plan, represented critical pieces of the most recent climate change governance regime.

Ontario’s Climate Change Strategy was released in November 2015, setting the Government’s vision to 2050 for how it would grow a prosperous, low-carbon and resilient society and economy (Government of Ontario 2017a). Importantly, the Strategy contained a commitment to release a more detailed five-year climate change plan outlining specific commitments and initiatives to meet interim and long-term emission reduction targets (Wood 2017). On May 19, 2016 the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon
Economy Act (2016) received Royal Assent. This landmark piece of legislation provided an overarching, long-term framework for tackling the issue of climate change in the Province of Ontario, including establishing targets for greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions in a legal statute for 2020, 2030 and 2050: 15% below 1990 levels for 2020, 37% below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80% below 1990 levels for 2050 (Government of Ontario 2016; Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change [OMECC] 2017; Osler 2018).

Central to the Government’s approach to GHG emission mitigation was the introduction of a cap and trade system in the Province. The Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act, (2016) laid the legal foundation for the cap and trade program to begin in 2017, the proceeds of which are directed to a new fund, the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Account, supporting activities and projects that will reduce GHG emissions in the Province (Government of Ontario 2018). The Act also required a comprehensive climate change action plan (CCAP), which was produced for the years 2016-2020, and provided a framework for reviewing and revising GHG reduction target stringency and the ability to introduce interim targets (OMECC 2017; Government of Ontario 2016a).

It is not surprising that as the largest source of emissions, transitioning to a low-carbon transportation system is a central focus of the plan. In addition to longer-term TDM strategies, such as land-use planning efforts, promoting active transportation and transit expansion, the plan contains ambitious initiatives to promote the diffusion of cleaner vehicles. A key critique of the plan has been that these emission reductions will come at a very high cost. In general the CCAP is very much a top-down government-led approach. Some economists argue that this will be less efficient than other approaches, for example, setting a broad carbon tax and letting the market determine which clean technologies will reach market maturity and commercialization. Other recent commentaries have highlighted the importance of strategies employing the full range of policy tools: regulatory; economic; and informational in achieving major reductions in GHG emissions (Jaccard, Hein and Vass 2016; Winfield 2016a).

It has only been over the past ten years that both federal and provincial efforts to lower emissions from the transportation sector have been framed in terms of climate change mitigation. Longer-standing approaches, such as transportation demand management, provision of enhanced transit services, vehicle emission standards and fuel taxes, were primarily aimed at reducing smog, traffic congestion and urban sprawl. In the case of fuel taxes, there were also a means of raising revenues for the Government. The phase out of coal-fired electricity in 2014, which a decade earlier had provided 25 per cent of the province’s electricity supplies, has significantly decarbonized the electricity system. This has highlighted the importance of the transportation sector in terms of where further major emissions reductions might be achieved in pursuit of the province’s overall GHG emission reduction target.

The province’s now relatively low-carbon electricity system, which consistently produces surpluses overnight, has made the increased use of EVs in the Province a very attractive method for reducing transportation-related emissions, and using up surplus electricity supplies. The province had introduced a host of supply-push and demand-pull initiatives to promote the growth of the EV market in Ontario; these are necessary to compliment the economy-wide carbon price, which is said to have a relatively weak signal for transportation (Macedonia 2017). Not only had the number of government initiatives proliferated in recent years, the actual amount of dedicated funding for these programs was significant. For example, Ontario subsidies/incentives for purchasing cleaner vehicles were by far the highest in North America (Richardson and Lightstone 2018). It is important to note that there are concerns over the economic efficiency of these subsidies, which are estimated to cost $523 CAD per every tonne of emissions reduced (Green 2017).

Land-use planning was emerging as a potential key lever for the Government to curb transportation-related GHG emissions. Although the connection between land-use planning, transit supportive development and
Transportation demand management began to be made in the 1990s, specific references to the need to reduce GHG emissions and address climate change impacts were only incorporated into provincial planning policies on from 2014 onwards. Regional planning efforts, specifically in the Greater Toronto Hamilton Region (Canada’s largest urban area), have become much more sophisticated and nuanced in integrating environmental objectives, with a particular focus on expanding transit. In order to support these objectives, the Government, particularly under recent Liberal Party administration (2003-2018), established various mechanisms for funding mass transit projects, sought money from the federal government, and ended a long period of transit underinvestment. However, specific major transit investments continued to be strongly influenced by political considerations, as opposed to rational planning or transportation emission reduction considerations.

Complimentary TDM measures, that are substantive and designed to work directly in concert with land-use planning and transit expansion efforts, have only been introduced in recent years, spurred on by a reinvigorated focus on addressing climate change issues beginning with Ontario’s Climate Change Strategy in 2015. In particular, efforts to promote active transportation (especially cycling) in order to support a modal shift in commuting behaviours, as well as more nuanced approaches to differential road treatments, like HOV and HOT lanes, have formed a central part of recent TDM programs. Funding TDM projects like the expansion of cycling infrastructure also increased along this same time period.

On June 7, 2018 Ontarians elected a Progressive Conservative Party (PC) government, led by Doug Ford, with a majority of seats in the provincial legislature (Elections Ontario 2018). The new PC Government stands in stark contrast to the previous Liberal Government (2003-2018) on many issues. Some of the most dramatic departures have been on the issue of carbon pricing and aggressive action on climate change mitigation. The most clear example of this has been the government’s withdrawal from the Western Climate Initiative and termination of Ontario’s cap and trade program (Office of the Premier Designate 2018; Buchta, Corpuz and Coburn 2018).

Other early changes include renaming the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change to the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks, eliminating the ‘climate change’ from the title (McGrath 2018). More substantively, a series of programs intended to be funded through cap and trade revenues including: subsidies for electric vehicles, subsidies for work and home EV charging installations, and the the Ontario Municipal Cycling Commuter Program (Blinch 2018) have been cancelled. Funding for home and business energy efficiency retrofits, renewable energy projects and other climate change related initiatives has also been terminated (Winfield 2018).

In addition to terminating the province’s own climate change initiatives, the province has launched a legal challenge against the federal government’s imposition of a carbon-backstop pricing regime for provinces who do not already have an equivalent pricing scheme. The challenges is unlikely to successful. (Sharp 2018; Buchta, Corpuz and Coburn 2018; Rolfe 2018). The fate of the province’s has GHG emission reduction targets established through Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) remains unclear.
INTRODUCTION

There has been a growing interest and body of research on sustainable transportation systems; as the second largest producer of carbon emissions globally (Kivimaa and Virkamäki 2014), intensified focus on the transportation sector makes logical sense given the growing significance of transportation-related emissions and the pressing challenge of global climate change. Transportation systems are multifaceted and interlinked, requiring much more than the dominant focus on the technological efficiency of vehicles (Kivimaa and Virkamäki 2014), especially given the ambition of climate targets and the complexity involved in effectively promoting a socio-technical transition to a low-carbon transportation system. There are also diverse actor interests involved in the transportation system, all of which must be targeted through policy measures to ensure a comprehensive and effective approach. For example, the US Transportation Research Board (2011) classifies three major groups of actors:

- Transportation consists of three broad groups of actors: (a) the suppliers of transportation vehicles, fuel, and infrastructure; (b) the owners and operators of the vehicles and providers of the transportation services; and (c) the users of transportation services. The composition, interests, and roles of each differ, and they can vary greatly by mode. Thus, strategies and policies to influence transportation energy use and emissions must take these decision makers and their differing incentives, interests, and capabilities into account. (pp. 99)

Reflecting this need, there has been a growing interest and focus on demand side management and a broadening of scope in transport planning, witnessed by an increase in diverse short and long-term measures, such as: improved cycling and walking infrastructure, car-sharing, teleworking, pricing, increased supply of public transit and (critical for long-term change) strategic land-use planning geared at promoting sustainable transportation modes (Kivimaa and Virkamäki 2014). At a more macro level, transportation as a policy issue, like the environment, necessary entails policy integration across sectors. The challenge of difficult institutional conditions related to the highly siloed nature of governments poses, in some way, a double complication to the integration of climate change objectives into the transportation sector, as both of these areas are highly subject to what Banister (2002) calls ‘the institutional/political structure barrier’ to the implementation of sustainable transport policies (Hatzopoulou and Miller 2008).

Many of the mechanisms to reduce emissions from the transportation sector are not novel. For example, mechanisms for promoting a sustainable transportation system such as government support for electric vehicles, high-speed rail and alternative fuels are mentioned in articles that are over twenty years old (e.g. Rienstra, Vleugel and Nijkamp 1996). While Rienstra et al. (1996) mention ‘telematics’, arguably the biggest change in policy options has been the immense technological progression witnessed in the past two decades, which has provided a new set of opportunities to reduce emissions from the transportation sector via information and communications technology (ITC) (and its applications).

There are many ways to classify measures to achieve emission reductions in the transportation sector, including: by policy goal, by level of government, or by regulatory vs. market mechanisms. This research on road passenger transportation utilizes two broad categories to organize decarbonization efforts, 1) Cleaner vehicles, and 2) Transportation demand management. These categories represent the two key goals of policies and mechanisms aimed at developing a low carbon transportation system: 1) make passenger vehicles emit less GHGs, and 2) reduce the number of vehicles on the road. The table below provides a list of key existing policy mechanisms for emission reduction in the transportation sector drawn from a state-of-the-art review conducted for this research. A note on potential rebound effects can be found in Appendix
A. These instruments are classified by the two broad categories utilized in this research, cleaner vehicles and transportation demand management:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cleaner Vehicles</th>
<th>Transportation Demand Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Fuel standards</td>
<td>• Transit-Integrated land-use planning, “smart growth” policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vehicle standards</td>
<td>• Enhanced public transportation services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mandated emissions testing (I &amp; M)</td>
<td>• Policies aimed at making current public transit systems more effective (funding for R and D; implementing intelligent traffic control systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Alternative Vehicle Standards and Mandates</td>
<td>• Policies encouraging the use of bicycles (bike lane infrastructure development, bike-sharing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Alternative vehicle charging infrastructure development</td>
<td>• Policies aimed at increasing occupancy rate of vehicles (car sharing; car pooling; HOV lanes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tax on transportation fuels</td>
<td>• Tolls and congestion charges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tax on inefficient vehicles</td>
<td>• Insurance schemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feebates</td>
<td>• Telework and other employee travel reduction programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subsidies for alternative vehicles</td>
<td>• Information measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-financial clean vehicle incentives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funding for research and development and industry partnerships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Government procurement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Information measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following section will outline the Province of Ontario’s current policies in place to lower emissions for the road passenger transportation sector, organized using the broad categories introduced above: climate change commitments and carbon pricing, cleaner vehicles and transportation demand management. Policies to lower emissions from road freight transport will also by briefly discussed. Importantly, insights into potential changes in policies under the newly elected Progressive Conservative government, led by Premier Doug Ford, will be analyzed.

Ontario: Climate Change Policies

Early Legislation Related to GHG emissions and Air Pollution

Within the Canadian context, Ontario has had a relatively long history of air pollution regulation, with direct involvement through a formalized air pollution regime beginning in the late 1960s under the Air Pollution Control Act (1967) (Drowley 1965; Jephcott 1960; Powell and Wharton 1982; McKetta 1976). The principle environmental statute in the Province is the Environmental Protection Act (1971), originally enacted in 1971, which governs a broad range of environmental topics, including air pollution (Wood, Levy, Mitchelle and Lax 2013; Mahony 2016 9-8, 9-9). The province’s air pollution regulatory review has traditionally focused on criteria air pollutants and smog precursors, acid rain control, and hazardous air pollutants.

The province’s first efforts to deal with industrial GHG emissions date from the 1990s, with the implementation of a Voluntary Challenge and Registry (VCR), which was a voluntary GHG reduction scheme for commercial businesses and other institutions, established under the federal National Action Program on Climate Change (Mahony 2016, 9-26). The provincial government first committed to the stabilization of the province’s GHG emissions in 1994, with a longer term goal of a 20 per cent reduction by 2005 relative to 1988 (Winfield 2012 p. 77-78). The VCR program was a widely acknowledged failure and it would not be until the mid-2000s, with the arrival of a Liberal government led by Dalton McGuinty in 2003, that climate change came back onto the provincial political agenda in a significant way.
The arrival of the new McGuinty Liberal government was followed by a series of initiatives with significant GHG emission-related initiatives, including a phase-out of coal-fired electricity, programs aimed at renewable energy development, major reforms to the land-use planning system and significant new investments in public transit. However these actions were motivated far more by concerns over air pollution, traffic congestion and urban sprawl than climate change per se.

The Liberal government succeeded a PC Government, first elected in 1995, that had paid little attention to environmental issues, implemented major cuts to environmental agencies budgets and dismantled significant parts of the existing environmental regulatory regime (Winfield 2012).

In 2006 the provincial Liberal government passed Bill 200, the *Ontario Climate Change Act* (2007), with the goal of reducing provincial emissions to reach the larger national emission reduction obligations under the Kyoto Protocol; the Executive Council was required to ensure emission reductions of 6% below 1990 levels by 2012 and 25% below 1990 levels by 2020. The Liberal government’s engagement on the climate change issue was motivated by a number of factors. A major consideration were concerns that if the Conservative federal government, elected in January 2006 and led by Stephen Harper, were to engage in federal action on climate change, it might do so in a way that strongly favoured oil and gas interests in western Canada, and harmful to manufacturing interests in Ontario and Quebec. These concerns led Ontario and Quebec to join the emerging Western Climate Initiative, with the intention of establishing an alternative, transnational policy framework around climate change (Winfield 2012).

The Act tasked the Minister of the Environment to prepare a plan with strategies for meeting emission reductions, set emission reduction targets annually between 2008-2020, and report annually on progress and future emission reduction strategies for the following year, which are to be reviewed by the Environmental Commissioner (*Ontario Climate Change Act, 2007*, “explanatory note”, para. 1). The *Ontario Climate Change Act* (2007) also empowers the Lieutenant Governor in Council (i.e. provincial cabinet) to make broad regulations relating to reducing GHG emissions.

Following this Act, the government released its 2007 climate change plan, “Go Green: Ontario’s Action Plan on Climate Change”, which set ambitious targets for emission reductions in all sectors: a 6% reduction from 1990 levels by 2014, a 15% reduction from 1990 levels by 2020, a 80% reduction from 1990 levels by 2050 (Government of Ontario 2007). With regards to transport-related emissions, the “Go Green” Plan called for a 13% reduction from 1990 levels by 2020 for passenger transportation (Metrolinx 2008). While this plan was a positive step in organizing actions specifically meant to reduce GHG emissions, it did not contain a comprehensive long-term vision based on an analysis of climate change impacts in the province, and was instead very much an consolidation of existing initiatives (Winfield 2012).

A key measure in meeting the initial emission reduction target set out in “Go Green” was to eliminate coal-fired generation from Ontario’s electricity supply. While contributing to meeting the province’s GHG reduction targets, the decision to eliminate coal as a source of power generation, which made up 25% of the supply mix in 2007 (Kilpatrick 2017), was heavily motivated by concerns over poor air quality, evidenced by a peak in smog advisories, and associated significant health risks and costs at the turn of the millenium (Government of Ontario 2018c). The *Cessation of Coal Use Regulation* (2007), O. Reg. 496/07, set an end date for the ability to use coal for power generation in the province of Dec. 31, 2014 (Government of Ontario 2015). The last coal-fired power plant, all of which had been owned by the provincially owned utility Ontario Power Generation, was shut down in April 2014. The coal phase out has been described as the largest single emission reduction initiative taken by any government in North America to date (Kilpatrick 2017).

The replacement of coal in the provincial supply mix was facilitated in part by the passing of the *Green Energy and Economy Act* (GEEA) (2009), as well as a major construction program of gas-fired power plants
 (>8000MW) and the refurbishment of nuclear power facilities (Winfield 2016). The 2009 GEEA introduced a feed-in-tariff system to bring more renewable energy projects online, which required only one environmental approval (the Renewable Energy Approval), in addition to requiring public sector agencies to develop and update every five years Energy and Conservation Demand Management plans (Government of Ontario 2017b; Harper et al. 2016; Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP 2018).

Despite significant critiques over costs (McKitrick and Aliakbari 2017) and the approval process (McRobert and Tennent-Riddell) for green energy projects, the GEEA facilitated a large increase in renewable energy capacity in the province, including over 4000MW of wind power, and nearly 400MW of solar PV, between 2009 and 2018 (IESO 2018).

Critics argue that the initiative has caused only statistically insignificant improvements in air quality, and that the measure was economically inefficient, blaming the coal-shutdown for greatly contributing to rising electricity costs (McKitrick and Aliakbari 2017). Counter arguments state these critiques are simplistic and narrow (Kilpatrick 2017). In particular, increased electricity prices in the province is a result of a host of factors, especially deferred investments in the electricity grid infrastructure and nuclear refurbishments (Flanagan and Gass 2017).

**Ontario Climate Change Policy to June 2018**

In terms of the existing legislative framework around climate change, The 2015 Climate Change Strategy, the 2016 Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) and the 2016 five-year Climate Change Action Plan, represented the critical pieces of the province’s climate change governance regime.

Ontario’s Climate Change Strategy was released in November 2015, setting the government’s vision to 2050 for how it would grow a prosperous, low-carbon and resilient society and economy (Government of Ontario 2017a). The Strategy justified the case for climate action and proposed actions that were wide in scope, with carbon pricing making up the cornerstone of the plan (Government of Ontario 2016). Five areas were highlighted as key pillars of the Strategy: A prosperous low-carbon economy with world-leading innovation, science and technology; government collaboration and leadership; reducing GHG emissions across key sectors; a resource-efficient, high productivity society; adaptation and risk awareness (Government of Ontario 2016) (see Figure 1). High level measures were outlined under each key area of transformation.

Importantly, the Strategy contained a commitment to release a more detailed five-year climate change plan outlining specific commitments and initiatives to meet interim and long term emission reduction targets (Wood 2017).

On May 19, 2016 Bill 172, the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) received Royal Assent. This landmark piece of legislation provides an overarching, long-term framework for tackling the issue of climate change in the province of Ontario, including establishing targets for greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions in a legal statute for 2020, 2030 and 2050: 15% below 1990 levels for 2020, 37% below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80% below 1990 levels for 2050 (see Figure 2) (Government of Ontario 2016; Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change [OMECC] 2017; Osler 2018).
**Figure 1: Key Pillars of Ontario’s Climate Change Strategy (Government of Ontario 2016)**
Central to the government’s approach to GHG emission mitigation was the introduction of a cap and trade system in the province. The Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) laid the legal foundation for the cap and trade program to begin in 2017, the proceeds of which are directed to a new fund, the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Account, supporting activities and projects that will reduce GHG emissions in the province (Government of Ontario 2018). The Act also required a comprehensive climate change action plan, which was produced for the years 2016-2020, and provided a framework for reviewing and revising GHG reduction target stringency and the ability to introduce interim targets (OMECC 2017; Government of Ontario 2016a). In addition the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016):

- Embeds government action and accountability in a statute to ensure participants and the public are fully informed through the development of an action plan.
- Prescribes content that must be included in each action plan including:
  - Timetable for implementing each action;
  - Estimated reduction in greenhouse gases resulting from each action;
  - Assessment of the cost per tonne of the potential reduction in greenhouse gases;
  - If an action could be funded, in whole or in part, from cap and trade program proceeds, the estimated amount of any such funding. (OMECC 2017)

Strong enforcement and compliance provisions for the cap and trade program were introduced by the Act, including extensive powers given to the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change to investigate and inspect potential non-compliance (Environmental Commissioner of Ontario [ECO] 2016; Government of Ontario 2018). A critical feature allowed for by the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) is the ability for the cap and trade system to be linked with other jurisdictions (Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018; Government of Ontario 2018).
The Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) must be understood in conjunction with related regulations and documents, the two key items introduced in 2016 under this legislation being: The Cap and Trade Program (2016), O Reg 144/16 and Quantification, Reporting and Verification of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (2016), O Reg 143/16 (Osler 2018). In 2017, two other regulations were passed under the Act that also set out important rules for offsets and penalties under the program: Ontario Offset Credits (2017), O. Reg. 539/17 and Administrative Penalties (2017), O. Reg. 540/17.

The Cap and Trade Program (2016), O. Reg. 144/16, (the program), outlines key elements of the cap and trade system, including: caps, auctions and sales rules, allowance reserves, allocations and market rules (OMECC 2017). Caps are established for emissions allowances for the first compliance period (2017-2020) and dates for subsequent three year compliance periods (Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018). This regulation also provides detailed rules and requirements for participants under the program as well as enforcement and compliance mechanisms (Government of Ontario 2018). There are three types of participants under the program: 1) mandatory participants are those facilities emitting over 25,000 tonnes of CO2 per year, a fuel supplier selling more than 200 litres of fuel per year, or an electricity importer, 2) voluntary participants are those who choose to opt-in to the program and emit between 10,000 - 25,000 tonnes of CO2 per year, and 3) market participants who opt-in to trading in the carbon market (Government of Ontario 2018; Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018; OMECC 2017; Government of Ontario 2018a). A November 2017 revision to this regulation allowed the province to link its carbon market with California and Quebec through the Western Climate Initiative, which held its first joint auction with Ontario in February 2018 (Government of Ontario 2018; Government of Ontario 2018a).

During the initial compliance period, eligible capped participants, besides fuel suppliers/distributors, electricity importers and most electricity generators, will be provided for free as a ‘transitional measure’ with a decreasing rate of 4.57% per year for combustion emissions starting in 2018 (Government of Ontario 2018). The regulation also sets out rules for how the proceeds from auctions will be governed and spent (Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018). The revenues raised through the auctions are not insignificant and have been in line with forecasts predicting revenues of approximately 1.9 billion dollars CAD per year (Zizzo Strategy 2017). The settlement price from the most recent auction (May 2018) was $18.72 CAD and to date, $2,873,158,143.54 CAD in proceeds have been placed in the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Account (Government of Ontario 2018b).

The other key regulation, which must be read alongside the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) is Quantification, Reporting and Verification of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (2016), O. Reg. 143/16. This regulation provides details for how GHG emissions will be quantified, verified and reported, and which activities explicitly trigger the requirement to do so (Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018). These rules became effective in November 2017 and offer opt-in provisions for voluntary participants and provide refinements to support implementation of the above mentioned Cap and Trade Regulation (2016), O. Reg. 144/16, for example, how energy use and process information is to be used to support calculations for free allowances (OMECC 2017; Government of Ontario 2017).

Two additional important regulations passed under the Act in late 2017 are regulations dealing with offsets and administrative penalties. Ontario Offset Credits (2017), O. Reg. 539/17 outlines the rules for how offset credits can be used to meet compliance obligations. Up to 8% of a facilities compliance obligations can be met through offset credits created through the program for initiatives with verified emission reductions (ECO 2016; Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018). Part II and III of the regulation provide detailed rules including offset registration, eligibility, crediting periods and the creation and transfer of credits (Ontario Offset Credits Reg 2017). A distinct set of offsets under the Voluntary Carbon Offsets Program is being developed; importantly these will not be able to be used to meet compliance obligations (Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018). The Administrative Penalties Regulation (2017), Reg. 540/17, provides
additional key information on penalties for non-compliance with the Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) or its regulations; at its core is a three-step process for calculating penalties, which fall between a written warning and prosecution measure with financial penalties, which max out at $1 million CAD (Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018; Kramer and Grochalova 2018). Calculations for penalties are based on a daily base penalty set out in section 4(1) of the regulation; they can be reduced if the non-compliant party is able to illustrate they are taking actions to return to compliance and prevent future non-compliance (Administrative Penalties Reg 2017, 2017; Osler 2018).

Overall the cap-and-trade system established through the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016) and related regulations, imposes a modest carbon price on the province’s largest emitting facilities. The system design is moderate in providing many of the initial allowances for free to industry, allowing ample time to adjust to the new system and imposing a feasible reduction in combustion allowances at a rate just under 5% per year. Recognizing the potential disadvantage to covered industries, and the potential for ‘leakage’, the government has consulted closely with large emitters on how to manage elements such as price volatility and are providing an assistance factor of 100% during the first compliance period, following California’s method for calculating free allowance distribution (Madras 2015).

Given that large final emitters were initially given allowances for free, most of the early revenue generated from the system came from allowances purchased by transportation and heating fuel distributors. These revenues provide monetary assistance for industries to become cleaner through programs funded by the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Account (e.g. GreenON Industries program and GreenON Small and Medium Businesses program). Flexibility mechanisms alongside a combination of free and auctioned allowances, reflect a design intended to maximize emission reductions at the lowest cost. Implementation and transaction costs should also be reduced by the sharing of WCI infrastructure for market operations (But 2016). The system also has administrative capacity built in to ensure efficiency and transparency in the market and multi-year compliance periods provide sufficient opportunities “to assess how program participants will best respond to carbon prices, either through investments in long-term abatement technologies or purchases of allowances or credits” (But 2016, p. 69-70). That being said, it is still too early to determine if the system design is sufficient to deal with the administrative challenges that accompany operating an effective and transparent cap-and-trade system.

**Climate Change Action Plan**

As required by the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016), the provincial government released its Climate Change Action Plan in June 2016, forming the ‘backbone’ of its climate change mitigation strategy (Office of the Premier 2016). In addition to a broad scope of initiatives meant to ensure that the short term (2020) emission reduction target is met, the Plan also set a mid-term 2030 target and focuses on longer-term transformational areas, especially pursuing a shift to a lower-carbon transportation system (Government of Ontario 2016a).

It is not surprising that as the largest source of emissions, transitioning to a low-carbon transportation system is a central focus of the plan. In addition to longer-term TDM strategies, such as land-use planning efforts, promoting active transportation and transit expansion, the Plan contains ambitious initiatives to promote the diffusion of cleaner vehicles, with the objective that these vehicles make up 5% of sales by 2020:

- Working with the federal government to eliminate HST on zero emission vehicles
- Free overnight EV charging
- Providing rebates to replace older less fuel efficient vehicles with new or used EVs
- EV-ready new homes and workplaces
- Electric and Hydrogen Advancement Program
Outside of the transportation sector, initiatives to reduce emissions include: incentives to install and retrofit clean energy systems, new rules and regulations to increase the energy efficiency of new buildings, creating a ‘green bank’ to aid businesses and homeowners to pay for energy-efficient technologies, helping business adopt lower carbon technologies, and intensify efforts to support low-carbon innovation, research and development (Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018; Government of Ontario 2016a). $375 million is dedicated to cleantech research and development, including:

- $140 million for a Global Centre for Low Carbon Mobility (Morrow and Keenan 2016);
- the Municipal GHG Challenge Fund to aid municipalities in funding projects that will result in emission reductions, and;
- the Green Ontario Fund, which is established as a non-for-profit government agency to assist homeowners and businesses with the cost of making energy saving retrofits and installations (Government of Ontario 2016a; Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt 2018).

From a governance perspective, the Plan begins to address the issue of limited capacity (e.g. expertise, money) at the local level in terms of being able to develop and implement climate change mitigation and adaptation strategies.

Funding is promised under the Plan to assist in what the government is calling ‘Municipal Action Planning’, where support is provided to municipalities to develop or update climate change inventories, targets and strategies, and promote the completion of Municipal Energy Plans (MEP) by making completed MEPs a requirement for the Municipal GHG Challenge Fund (Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change 2018; Government of Ontario 2016a). To ensure effective monitoring and policy evaluation, progress against the Plan is to be reported annually and a comprehensive review is set for every five years (Office of the Premier 2016).

**REDDUCING EMISSIONS FROM THE PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION SECTOR**

Ontario’s road passenger transportation system consists of road and public transit infrastructure which is valued at $82 Billion and $11 billion respectively (Office of the Auditor General of Ontario 2017). Ontario has a total of 250,000 km (155,342.8 miles) of roads and highways, including: 2,100 km (1,304.9 miles) of controlled multi-lane highways, 14,800 km (9,196.3 miles) of other highways in addition to municipal and other roads (Government of Ontario 2014). The province also administers over 100,000 km (62,137.1 miles) of roads on Crown land, including approximately 30,000 km of resource access roads (Government of Ontario 2014). Ontario, in particular Southwestern Ontario, has some of the heaviest road traffic in North America; the estimated cost of road congestion in the GTHA was $6 billion CAD in 2006 (Government of Ontario 2014).

With regards to mass or public transit, Ontario transit systems serve more than 130 communities, although most of the trips take place in the 15 largest urban communities (Government of Ontario 2014). Metrolinx, an agency of the Ministry of Transportation, operates a regional transit network in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (which accounts for 25% of Canada’s population), consisting of trains and buses operating over 11,000 sq km (Wallace 2017; Office of the Auditor General of Ontario 2017). Metrolinx vehicles serve roughly 69 million passengers annually (Office of the Auditor General of Ontario 2017) and municipal
transit services in Ontario’s 15 largest urban areas carry over 800 million passengers each year, with ridership expected to increase to 908 million trips annually by 2019 (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2016c). Ontario municipalities operate 61 conventional public transit systems that vary widely in scope and complexity (Association of Municipalities Ontario [AMO] 2017). Local governments spend a substantial amount of money building and operating these systems.

The Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) is the largest municipal transit system in Ontario and the third largest in North America (Toronto Transit Commission [TTC] 2017). The subways, buses and streetcars that comprise the system served an annual ridership of just under 540 million passengers in 2017 (TTC 2017). Municipal transit systems in the GTHA, such as Zum (Brampton, ON), Transitway (Mississauga, ON) and VivaNext (York Region, ON), have seen higher growth rates than the TTC and are currently undergoing rapid expansion of their service networks (TTC 2017). In 2011, eight out of ten Ontarians drove to work, although carpooling rates were considerable (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2011). While Ontario has the largest number of light vehicle registrations in Canada at 7.9 million, it has one of the lowest ratios of these vehicle registrations in relation to the driving age population (Statistics Canada 2015).

Although total emissions have fallen in the province, roughly 6% between 1990 and 2014, transportation-related emissions grew by 27% and now make up 35% of the Province’s total emissions (Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016; cited in Government of Ontario 2017b; ECO 2018). Transportation related emissions account for nearly one third of all the province’s emissions, the largest of any share, making the reduction of these emissions “the biggest opportunity - and also the biggest challenge - to achieving Ontario’s 2020 GHG reduction target.” (Mahony 2016, 9-57) (see Figure 3). Passenger transportation emissions (cars, trucks, bus, rail, domestic aviation) accounted for roughly 66% of transportation-related emissions in 2014, growing 15% since 1990, due primarily to increased vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and an increase in fleet composition of larger vehicles like SUVs, minivans and pick-up trucks (Government of Ontario 2017b). Freight emissions are also significant, making up roughly 30% of transport-related emissions in 2014 (Government of Ontario 2017b). For roughly a decade Ontario Provincial governments have been planning and implementing measures to reduce GHG emissions. The province met its 6% reduction goal for 2014 (from 1990 levels) and is now pursuing reduction targets for 2020, 2030 and 2050: 15% below 1990 levels for 2020, 37% below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80% below 1990 levels for 2050 (Government of Ontario 2016).

**Cleaner Vehicles**

It has only been over the past ten years that both federal and provincial efforts to lower emissions from the transportation sector have been framed in terms of climate change mitigation. Longer-standing approaches, such as vehicle emission standards, TDM and fuel taxes, were primarily aimed at reducing smog, congestion and sprawl. Significant decarbonization of the electricity system in Ontario, post the 2014 complete phase out of coal, has created a situation where the government must target emission reductions from the transportation sector in order to achieve overall GHG emission reduction targets. The relatively low-carbon electricity system, which also consistently produces surpluses overnight, makes the increased use of EVs in the province a very attractive method for reducing transportation-related emissions. Recognizing this, the government of Ontario introduced a host of initiatives to promote the growth of the EV market in Ontario, both supply-push and demand-pull, which are necessary to compliment the
economy-wide carbon price, which is said to have a relatively weak signal for transportation (Macedonia 2017).

Not only has the number of government initiatives proliferated in recent years, the actual amount of dedicated funding for these programs is significant, which is particularly important for ensuring market instruments are sending a strong signal. Ontario subsidies/incentives for purchasing cleaner vehicles were the highest in North America, by far (Richardson and Lightstone 2018). The following section will discuss specific programs, first to reduce emissions from internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, and second, to promote the use of cleaner vehicles in the province.

**Reducing emissions from ICE vehicles**

One of the most widely used and long-standing ways of reducing emissions from automobiles in Canada (and Ontario) has been for the government to set vehicle emission standards and tax vehicle fuels. Both tools were introduced in Canada, in part as a response to the energy crisis of the 1970s. Regulations for
both vehicle standards and vehicle fuel taxes have been amended over the decades in response to changing political motivations and technical objectives. Most recently requirements have been increasingly tailored to incorporate climate change mitigation objects. This follows the pattern more broadly for environmental policy, where environmental regulation previously enacted for the purposes of protecting lands and reducing pollution (usually talked about as smog), has followed a consistent arch but more recently been re-framed in terms of climate change mitigation and/or adaptation.

Vehicle emission standards or vehicle efficiency standards effectively put a limit on GHG emissions from vehicle tailpipes for every vehicle class (Yeh and Sperling 2013; Axsen, Goldberg and Melton 2016). This type of regulatory measure has been adopted widely around the world (Yeh and Sperling 2013) and has proven to be very effective in reducing energy consumption from passenger vehicles (Macadonia 2017).

In Canada, vehicle emissions standards are set at the Federal level; the first limits were set under the Motor Vehicle and Safety Act, (1969-70) (Anastakis 2013). The general approach for Canadian emission standards or fuel-efficiency standards has been to harmonize with U.S. regulations. In a move towards harmonizing with U.S. Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, the Government of Canada established voluntary Company Average Fuel Consumption (CAFC) targets in agreement with the motor vehicle industry in 1976 (Government of Canada 2007). In 1982, the federal government passed the Motor Vehicle Fuel Consumption Standards Act (RSC 1985), which provided authority to move the effort to reduce vehicle emissions from a voluntary model to a regulatory one, empowering the government with the legal authority to regulate fuel consumption for specific vehicle classes (Government of Canada 2007); however, that authority would only be exercised after 2010.

Legislative authority to regulate vehicle emissions and fuel quality was transferred from the Motor Vehicle Safety Act (1969-70) to the country’s primary legislative act protecting the environment and human health, the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) (1999), effective one year after its passing in 2000 (“Canada: Regulatory Background” 2018). The CEPA (1999) expanded the range of ways vehicle emissions can be regulated, including the ability for the government to control multiple characteristics impacting fuel quality, the ability to use a performance-based approach to fuel standards, as well as the ability to regulate emissions for off-road engine applications (Mckitrick 2006). Subsequent regulations under CEPA (1999) have been passed over the years dealing with a variety of vehicle emissions issues, such as limiting specific compounds or tightening engine emission standards, for example, the On-Road Vehicle Engine and Emission Regulations (2003), SOR/2003-2, which tightened national emission standards for on road vehicles beginning in 2004 (New Climate Institute 2015).

In 2010, Transport Canada’s Fuel Consumption Program (FCP)/CAFC was replaced by the Passenger Automobile and Light Truck Greenhouse Gas Emission Regulations (2010), SOR/2010-201. This change was significant in that it marked the federal government’s first ever GHG regulation and “was a major milestone for Environment and Climate Change Canada’s transportation regulatory work”, while continuing the trend of harmonizing with U.S. standards (Environment and Climate Change Canada 2017). It was, in fact, the changes to U.S. vehicle emission and performance standards by the Obama Administration that drove the then Conservative Federal government to change the (FCP)/CAFC program to align with U.S. EPA regulations (Winfield and Macdonald 2012).

Progressively more strict performance-based standards for light-duty vehicles (MY 2011-2025) were introduced based on a formula made up of the following variables: the model year’s CO2 equivalent target values, which are a function of the “footprint”, and the number of vehicles models in the individual company fleet of light-duty vehicles (Environment and Climate Change Canada 2017). The regulations include flexibility mechanisms for compliance, for example vehicle manufactures can earn compliance credits through action such as selling extra zero-emission vehicles (Bérubé and Turcotte 2018).
In 2013 Environment Canada adopted GHG emission regulations for heavy-duty vehicles, which introduced performance-based emissions standards for model years 2014 and later, aligned with US EPA Phase 1 regulations (Government of Canada 2018). The following year, the government continued its light-duty emission regulation program by passing Regulations Amending the Passenger Automobile and Light Truck Greenhouse Gas Emission Regulations (2014), SOR/2014-207, which extended the fuel economy program to align with US regulations for 2017 and beyond. On-road heavy-duty vehicles have also been regulated at the federal level in order to reduce GHG emissions. The most recent amendments to the Heavy-duty Vehicle and Engines Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulations (2013), SOR/2013-24 were made in 2018. The government amended GHG emission standards for heavy-duty vehicles, increasing the stringency (beginning with model year 2021) for on-road heavy duty vehicles and engines (Heavy-duty Vehicle Reg (2013); Stevens 2018).

**Fuel Taxes**

Another long-standing tool to promote the use of more efficient vehicles has been to tax motor vehicle fuels in the province. Fuel taxes are levied by the Federal and Provincial governments to raise money to pay for infrastructure, and more recently to incorporate the cost of driving on the environment. While taxing motor vehicle fuels may also discourage unnecessary driving, the price inelastic demand for filling up your existing car’s gas tank for use means the impact on reducing VMTs is limited. Where motor vehicle fuel taxes can make a larger impact is with regards to a consumers purchase decision for their next car. According to Gallagher and Muehlegger (2011), for existing hybrid sales, 27% can be attributed to rising gas prices whereas only 6% can be attributed to tax incentive schemes (cited in Antweiler and Gulati 2013).

**Ontario Fuel Taxes**

Taxes on vehicle fuels were first introduced in Ontario under the 1925 Gasoline Tax Act (1925), which placed a tax directly on consumers for the consumption of gasoline (Ryan 1999). The next significant change with regards to vehicle fuel taxes was the passing of the 1965 Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax Act (RSO 1980), which for the first time differentiated gasoline and diesel fuels and raised the tax to 13 cents per gallon for gasoline and 20 cents per gallon for diesel fuel (Ryan 1999). Prior to this the tax rate was 11 cents/gallon for both fuels (Ryan 1999).

The tax of 14.3 cents per litre on all clear fuel required by the Fuel Tax Act is levied at the wholesale level, and passed on to the consumer by the retailer via incorporation in the pump price (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2017). The last change to the price of the provincial gas tax was made in 1992 (Zon 2015). The next major change to the Ontario gas tax regime came in 2004 when the Liberal McGuinty Government started Ontario’s Dedicated Gas Tax Funds for Public Transportation, which provides long-term funding to Ontario municipalities for capital and operating expenditures on public transit (Ontario Community Transportation Network [OCTN] 2017). As of 2017, a cumulative $3.8 billion in gas tax funding has been committed to Ontario municipalities (OCTN 2017).

In 2017, the Fuel Tax Act was amended to promote a lower-carbon transportation system, specifically to encourage the production of biodiesel, by exempting a newly created category of registered dyers from fuel transportation requirements, enabling more companies to offer coloured biodiesel products (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2017b). The Gasoline Tax Act is also levied the wholesale level and required all purchasers to pay a current tax rate of 14.7 cents per litre on unleaded gasoline and 17.7 cents per litre on leaded gasoline. To put these rates in perspective, in 1981 the tax rate for unleaded and leaded gasoline was 5.8 and 5.4 cents per litre respectively, meaning the rate has essentially remained the same when inflation is taken into account (Government of Ontario 2014).

**Federal Fuel Taxes**
The Federal government also taxes gasoline in two different ways: a flat rate excise tax and a sales tax. Since 1985 the federal government has charged a flat rate of 10 cents per litre on gasoline, and since 1987, 4 cents per litre on diesel fuel in accordance with the *Excise Tax Act* (Natural Resources Canada 2017). The federal government also imposes a sales tax on these fuels based on a percentage of the retail price; the 5% sales tax is combined with the Ontario sales tax (the Ontario portion of the HST) resulting in a 13% sales tax rate in the province (Natural Resources Canada 2017). Not only do fuel taxes work to discourage the demand for fuel consumption, they also are key sources for governments to generate revenues, sometimes dedicated for meeting environmental objectives. For example, in Ontario, a portion of the gasoline tax has been given to municipalities since 2004 in order to help them fund public transit projects (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2017). In addition to taxing vehicle fuels, fuels can also be regulated using standards or mandates aimed at reducing the emission profile of the fuel itself.

**Regulation of Fuel Content – Ethanol**

Non-financial regulation of fuels, such as the use of fuel standards to reduce transportation-related emissions, is a much more recent strategy utilized in the province. Fuel standards were first taken up in Ontario in 2007, with the passing of the *Ethanol in Gasoline Regulation - Renewable Fuel Standard (2007)*, O Reg 535/05. This was the first provincial attempt to increase the use of biofuels for powering vehicles. It is important to mention that there are concerns over the environmental impact of increasing biofuel use (from a life cycle perspective) as well as economic concerns about increasing food prices (resulting from less food supply) and questions about whether or not biofuel subsidies are really just subsidies to farmers (Runge 2010; National Research Council 2011; Wolf 2007).

This regulation required a minimum of 5% renewable content in gasoline, in particular incentivizing cellulosic ethanol, with the goal of increasing ethanol use in the province to 750 million litres (*Ethonal in Gasoline Reg* 2007; Environment and Climate Change Canada 2017a). Suppliers of gasoline in Ontario must comply with the standard and submit an annual compliance report confirming the amount of ethanol in gasoline supplied to the Ontario market (*Ethonal in Gasoline Reg* 2007, s.3(1); Government of Ontario 2018d). In addition to gasoline, regulations for renewable fuel requirements for diesel were also introduced. In 2014, the *Greener Diesel - Renewable Fuel Content Requirements For Petroleum Diesel Fuel (2014)*, O. Reg. 97/14, introduced progressively more stringent requirements for the bio-based component of the fuel phased in over three years (2014-2017):

- In 2014/15, 2% of the total volume of diesel fuel must be bio-based. The bio-based diesel component of this blend must have 30% lower greenhouse gas emissions than standard petroleum diesel.
- In 2016, 3% of the total volume of diesel fuel must be bio-based. The bio-based diesel component of this blend must have 50% lower greenhouse gas emissions than standard petroleum diesel.
- In 2017, 4% of the total volume of diesel fuel must be bio-based. The bio-based diesel component of this blend must have 70% lower greenhouse gas emissions than standard petroleum diesel (Government of Ontario 2018e).

Both the *Greener Diesel* (2014) and the *Ethanol in Gasoline* (2007) regulations were amended in 2018 in order to recognize emerging low-carbon fuels, increase blending requirements and improve the environmental performance of fuels (Government of Ontario 2018f). The *Greener Diesel - Renewable Fuel Content Requirements For Petroleum Diesel* (2018), O Reg 226/18 and the *Ethanol In Gasoline* (2018), O Reg 227/18 come into force in 2020. Each regulation incentivizes emerging renewable fuel technologies, for example biocrude, by introducing these technologies as compliance options. The Ethanol in Gasoline amendments increase the blending requirements to 10% ethanol in gasoline starting in 2020 and require ethanol used for compliance to emit much less GHG emissions (35%) on a lifecycle bases (determined
using a specified model) in comparison to petroleum gasoline (Government of Ontario 2018f). The amendments are aimed at advancing Ontario’s Climate Change Action Plan and also to better align with the anticipated federal Clean Fuel Standard. The Federal Government also implemented a renewable fuels requirement, *Renewable Fuels Regulations* (2010), SOR/2010-189, under the *Canadian Environmental Protection Act* (1999) in 2010. Under this regulation fuel producers and importers are required to have a minimum renewable fuel content level of 5% for gasoline and 2% for diesel and heating oil (Neufeld and Massicotte 2017).

**Financial Incentives for low emission vehicles**

While standards have been the traditional method for ensuring vehicles meet or exceed specific emission profiles, the Government of Ontario has used financial incentives and disincentives to promote the purchase of vehicles with lower emitting internal combustion engines. In the early 1990s, Ontario became a pioneer with regards to innovative financial incentives and disincentives to promote the purchase and use of lower-carbon vehicles: the provincial government designed and implemented North America’s first automobile feebate system, the *Tax and Credit for Fuel Conservation* in 1991 (Rivers and Schaufele 2014). This system, introduced under the *Retail Sales Tax Act* was born out of the 1989 *Tax on Fuel-inefficient Vehicles*, which was essentially a gas-guzzler type tax on all vehicles sold in the province with a highway fuel consumption rating over 9.5L/100km (Rivers and Schaufele 2014; Antweiler and Gulati 2013). Initially the tax covered only a narrow range of fuel economy ratings but in 1990 tax rates doubled and also were applied to a wider range of fuel economy ratings for passenger cars (Rivers and Schaufele 2014).

The feebate system evolved again in 1991 to incorporate SUVs and also introduce credits to highly fuel-efficient vehicles in order to encourage new car buyers to purchase them (Rivers and Schaufele 2014); A $100 rebate was credited to purchasers of passenger cars with a fuel consumption of less than 6.0 litres/100km (Antweiler and Gulati 2013). Under pressure from the Canadian auto lobby, tax rates were reduced for cars with fuel economy ratings 8.0-8.9L/100km and 9.0-9.4L/100km (Rivers and Schaufele 2014) (see table 1 below). The program was eliminated in 2010 when the province underwent large-scale tax reform (Rivers and Schaufele 2014). While the introduction of this feebate system was a progressive action, its application was modest. This system was much more ‘stick’ than ‘carrot’ and price signals resulting from this ‘tax’ were much too low to make a difference in purchase behaviour. Roughly 90% of vehicles sold were taxed at a flat rate of $75 (Bregha and Moffet 1995) and the inexpensive $100 rebate for fuel-efficient meant neither the ‘carrot’ or the ‘stick’ embedded in this program had little impact on purchase behaviour (Antweiler and Gulati 2013). In a 2014 study of the program, Rivers and Schaufele found that while the feebate program did not reduce emissions, it was net revenue positive every year, even though over time the amount of rebates paid out increased while tax revenues collected decreased. While this government initiative attempted to influence emissions from new vehicles, during this time the government also started to turn its attention to managing emissions from existing vehicles, particularly older, higher-emitting ones.
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In order to ensure that older vehicles in the province are meeting a certain standard with regards to emitting smog-causing pollutants, mandated inspection and maintenance (I and M) has been required since 1999 (Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change 2017). In theory, enhancing I and M programs is a very cost effective way of reducing air pollution and emissions from cars because the reality is that a relatively small percentage of cars are often responsible for a disproportionate amount of emissions (Bryner and Duffy 2012). Motor Vehicle (1998), O Reg 361/98 requires all vehicles that are seven years or older be tested before vehicle license plates and registrations can be renewed (Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change 2017). In 2017, the government eliminated the fee for the ‘Drive Clean’ program, established by O. Reg. 361/98, which has been an effective complimentary measure for reducing emissions from vehicles, especially light-duty vehicles (Ontario Ministry of Environment and Climate Change 2017; Office of the Auditor General of Ontario 2012, p. 113).

In addition to implementing measures to ensure traditional ICE vehicles are more environmentally friendly, the Ontario government has also encouraged the growth of the cleaner vehicle market (EVs, PHEVs, Hybrids etc.). Programs providing financial and nonfinancial incentives, as well as charging infrastructure development, make up the bulk of the new low-carbon transportation policies and regulations under the modern climate change governance regime.

**Policies to Promote Alternative Clean Vehicles (EVs, ZEVs, Hybrids etc.)**

The Ontario Provincial Government once again took a leadership role within Canada, designing and implementing the country’s first EV subsidy program in 2010, the Electric Vehicle Incentive Program (Axsen, Goldberg and Melton 2016). Initially a $8,500 CAD subsidy was provided for the purchase or lease of new EVs based on their battery capacity but in 2016 the range and price of subsidies were increased (ranging from $3,000 - $14,000 CAD) and applied in a more nuanced manner based on battery capacity, seating and vehicle price (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2017b; Axsen, Goldberg and Melton 2016).

The same year the government extended the program to 2020 and introduced a supply-side policy, a ZEV sales target, to compliment the significant demand-push subsidy policy (Clean Energy Canada et al. 2016).
The target, as opposed to a mandate, was aspirational, aiming to see 5% of all vehicle sales in the province be electric vehicles by 2020, a considerable leap from the .7% market share recorded in 2015 (Axsen, Goldberg and Melton 2016; Clean Energy Canada 2016). In 2018, the program was again updated to include a focus on hydrogen powered vehicles. The modernized Electric and Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program included the following key changes, making Ontario the most financially attractive jurisdiction in North America to buy an EV (DeRochie 2016):

- **Increased the current incentive range for EVs from $5,000 - $8,500 to $6,000 - $10,000**
- **Provided an opportunity to receive an additional $3,000 incentive for vehicles with larger battery capacities**
- **Provided an additional $1,000 incentive for vehicles with five or more seats**
- **In addition, the modernized EVIP included two caps: First the incentive amount was capped at $3,000 if the MSRP of the vehicle was over $75,000. Second, the incentive value was capped such that its value would not exceed 30% of the MSRP (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018b)**

It is important to note that these substantial subsidies for EVs are a very costly way to reduce emissions from the transportation sector. A recent estimate of the cost per tonne for emission reductions under Ontario’s program was calculated at $523/tonne (Green 2017).

Non-financial incentives to purchase or lease an EV were introduced alongside the start of the EVIP. The key incentive was the ability for drivers of EVs to use HOV and HOT lanes even if there is only one person in the car. This benefit was provided by the introduction in 2009 of the Ontario Green License Plate Program, whereby plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) eligible for the EVIP, as well as used BEVs and PHEVs that are no older than model year 2010, receive ‘green license plates’ allowing single occupancy use of these lanes starting in 2010 (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2017d). Both supply and demand side policies to encourage the uptake of cleaner vehicles make up the bulk of new efforts around low-carbon transportation, in comparison to older policies (emission standards etc.), and signify a clear government focus and aim to address transportation-related emissions for the purposes of mitigating climate change.

**EV Charging Infrastructure**

Alongside subsidies and non-financial incentives for cleaner vehicles, the government also began building up a province-wide EV charging network and incentivizing homeowners and businesses to install charging stations. Ensuring there is sufficient electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), i.e. EV charging infrastructure, is crucial for supporting an increasing adoption rate of cleaner vehicles. This is another demand-focused policy that ensures those driving clean vehicles, which require charging, can easily recharge away from home (Axsen et al. 2016). By governments implementing policy measures aimed at developing a comprehensive charging infrastructure system, they are able to help mitigate issues around ‘range anxiety’, a common and powerful hindrance to ZEV uptake.

Recognizing this need, the provincial government launched the Electric Vehicle Charging Incentive Program (EVCIP) in 2013 to support and encourage homeowners and businesses to purchase and install EV charging stations for personal use by providing up to 50% of the purchase cost (up to $500 CAD) and 50% of the installation cost (up to $500) (Electric Mobility Canada 2016). Since its inception roughly $2.2 million CAD has been provided to subsidize roughly 2,600 home charging stations (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018c). Beginning in 2015, the government has dedicated funds, first through a $20 million endowment under the Green Investment Fund, and then through cap and trade revenues under the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Account, to build up a province-wide EV charging network (DeRochie 2016).
In order to meet the government goal of building roughly 500 charging stations in over 250 locations in the province, the Electric Vehicle Chargers Ontario (EVCO) program was established, which works with 24 public and private partners to facilitate the expansion of the provincial public EV charging network (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2017c). As of 2018 it is estimated that there are now approximately 1,300 public EV charging stations installed under and outside of the EVCO program (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018c). Most recently, the government announced the creation of the The Workplace Electric Vehicle Charging Incentive Program, providing 80% of capital costs (up to $7,500 CAD per level 2 charger) to employers and commercial building owners to further promote the uptake of EVs in the province (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018c). Taken together, these financial incentives for EVs and charging stations will continue to be funded by $285 million CAD in cap-and-trade proceeds between 2017-2021 (Morrow and Keenan 2016).

Building Code and “EV Ready” Buildings.

Complementary building code regulations to lower barriers for installing EV charging stations were passed in 2017 and 2018. In 2017, amendments to Ontario’s Building Code were made under Building Code (2017), O Reg 332/12 (filed under Building Code Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 23) in order to ensure homes and workplaces are built to be “EV ready” (Building Code, 2007; ECO 2017). Specifically, all homes with parking must be built with a minimum 200 amp panel and a conduit to facilitate the potential future installation of a charging unit and all other buildings with parking (except multi-unit apartment buildings) need to be built with EV charging equipment covering at least 20% of parking spots, with the other 80% to be built “EV ready” (Building Code 2007, s 3.1.21.1). In 2018, General (2018), O Reg 114/18 was passed, which made amendments to the Condominium Act (SO 1998) to reduce the obstacles to installing an EV charger in condo buildings (O. Reg. 114/18; Thoms 2018). Taken together these measures illustrate a strong commitment to meet the 5% EV 2020 sales target, both in ambition and dedicated funding.

Funding and Support for Research and Development, Industry Partnerships, and Local Industry Development

One critical way governments support low-carbon innovation through supply-side policies is by providing funds for research and development, which support collaboration and help new technologies reach commercialization. In the case of cleaner vehicles, government funding would be targeted at technologies related to ZEVs to encourage innovation that might not otherwise take place. While the rationale for government funded R & D is well known, the exact method or policy for delivering funding is still up for debate, therefore utilizing a mix of diverse policies is recommended (Bernanke 2011). Beginning in the mid-2000s the government of Ontario started focusing on funding low-carbon R & D, particularly money for industry to commercialize and adopt clean technology solutions.

Prior to the establishment of the modern climate change governance approach in 2015, two funds were established that included low-carbon transportation innovation objectives. In 2005, the Ontario Ethanol Growth Fund was established to support the production of ethanol fuel in Ontario by providing capital assistance to independent blenders and monies for pursuing research and innovation opportunities (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs 2005). In 2008, the Next Generation Jobs Fund was introduced as an element of the province’s earlier climate change plan “Go Green” (Metrolinx 2008). The $1.15 billion CAD fund’s goal is “to support research, development and commercialization in innovative industries and attract new investments in strategic areas of Ontario’s economy”, including the development of clean cars and fuels (Government of Ontario 2017c).

A large amount of money for funding for low-carbon research, development and technology commercialization was provided under various funds and programs post 2015; for the most part these programs remained very focused on industry. The 2016 Green Investment Fund (GIF) for Low-carbon
Technology for Industry works in a similar way as the GIF for homeowners and communities: enabling the adoption of low-carbon technologies to reduce GHG emissions (DeRiche 2016). The GIF for Low-carbon Technology for Industry provides $74 million to large industrial facilities to adopt cleantech solutions and provides $25 million to small and medium sized businesses for energy efficiency programs in order to reduce carbon pollution while stimulating local industry development (DeRiche 2016). Two programs, The Low Carbon Innovation Fund and Ontario’s TargetGHG Collaborative Technology Development Program, were established the following year to provide funding more broadly for research, development and commercialization of GHG reduction technologies (ECO 2017; Sustainable Technology Development Canada 2017).

Low Carbon Innovation Fund

The Low Carbon Innovation Fund was established as a part of the province’s Climate Change Action Plan and is aimed at providing funding to assist researchers, entrepreneurs and businesses to innovate and commercialize low carbon technologies; $25.8 million in cap-and-trade proceeds were allocated to this program in 2017 (Government of Ontario 2017d; ECO 2017). The TargetGHG program similarly aims to accelerate commercialization of low-carbon technologies and stimulate local industry development, with a particular focus on small and medium size businesses, who apply for funds under this program to develop innovative technologies and execute demonstration projects (Sustainable Technology Development Canada 2017).

Ontario Climate Change Solutions Deployment Corporation

In 2017, the provincial government passed Ontario Climate Change Solutions Deployment Corporation (2017), O Reg 46/17 creating an organization, The Ontario Climate Change Solutions Deployment Corporation (OCCSDC), to help facilitate local cleantech industry development, reducing some of the transaction costs and barriers associated with this kind of activity. The following strategies are employed to meet the above-stated objective: providing information; engaging in marketing; providing services and arranging for others to be provided with services; providing incentives and engaging in financing activities, including providing incentives to individuals; stimulating private sector financing; and researching market barriers inhibiting the deployment of that technology and addressing those market barriers (Timmins 2017). It is important to point out that the OCCSDC does not support early stage research and development, but focuses on bringing commercially viable low-carbon technologies to market (Timmins 2017), which is a critical focus and important area to fund in order to meet near-term climate change policy objectives.

R&D under the CCAP

Funding has also been allocated specifically for reducing transportation-related emissions in the province. Under the research and development element of the Climate Change Action Plan, $375 million has been allocated to cleantech R and D broadly, $140 million CAD of which has been provided to set up a Global Centre for Low Carbon Mobility at an Ontario university or college to develop electric and other low-carbon vehicle technology (Morrow and Keenan 2016). In 2017, the government also brought together industry, environmentalists and academics, under the newly formed Electric and Hydrogen Vehicle Advancement Partnership, in order to work with government to advance low-carbon vehicle technologies; the Partnership received $0.09 million in cap-and-trade proceeds in 2017 (ECO 2017; Government of Ontario 2017e).

Climate Change and Cleantech Strategy

In order to organize a more comprehensive and coordinated approach to support low-carbon technologies, industries and development, the Ontario Government released its Cleantech Strategy in 2018, with the overall goal to leverage the province’s position as having the fastest growing cleantech sector in Canada.
and to become a leading cleantech hub in North America (Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation and Science 2018; Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade 2017). Under this strategy the province has allocated an initial ‘anchor commitment’ of $55 million CAD to develop new ways to make equity investments in cleantech businesses under the Cleantech Equity Fund Initiative, $27 million CAD to help mitigate the risks of expansion for cleantech firms under the Global Market Acceleration Fund, and $10 million CAD to the GreenFIT fund for low-carbon technology demonstration projects (Ontario Ministry of Research and Innovation and Science 2018; Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade 2017; Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade 2018). Four pillars have been outlined under the Cleantech Strategy to help the expansion of this sector in the province: Venture and scale readiness support, such as improving access to global market intelligence; access to capital, including providing guidance on available provincial and federal cleantech funding and simplifying access; regulatory modernization, such as reducing barriers for cleantech market entry; adoption and procurement, by increasing demonstration and pilot opportunities (Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade 2018).

**Government Procurement and Pilot Projects**

A demand-pull policy, government procurement and pilot projects for cleaner vehicles, includes the government investing in demonstration projects like purchasing and using electric vehicles for public fleets (Gouldson et al. 2008; cited in Taylor et al. 2012; Axsen et al. 2016). When governments purchase and use a significant amount of a new low-carbon technology (e.g. ZEVs), they are aiming to impact demand through the use of ‘demonstration effects’. While the GreenFIT Procurement Strategy, introduced in 2010, is by no means limited to the transportation sector, it is an early example of contributing to the broader ‘greening’ of government by helping the Ontario Public Service, schools, hospitals and municipalities find green solutions to meet their purchasing needs (Ontario Ministry of Government and Consumer Services 2017).

With the release of the 2016 Climate Change Action Plan, funding for pilot and demonstration projects specific to low-carbon transport were established in the province. In 2017, the provincial government established a pilot program in order to study the electrification of school buses (and chargers), whereby eligible school bus operators apply for funding to add 100% BEV school buses to their fleet (ECO 2017; Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2017e). To date, the scope of the program remains limited and there are questions about the feasibility of a province-wide roll-out of the program (ECO 2017).

The same year the government passed *Pilot Project - Low Speed Vehicles* (2017), O Reg 215/17 launching a 10-year pilot program to study the use of low-speed vehicles on Ontario roads (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2017f). The low-speed vehicles pilot program is aimed at better understanding how people can be moved safely and efficiently with limited environmental impacts, including a reduced reliance on conventional fuels, and to determine if existing road rules in Ontario are appropriate for the use of these kinds of vehicles (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2017f). At the federal level, the 2016 budget also supported climate action, specifically lower carbon transportation, by allocating $46.1 million CAD over two years to fund EV infrastructure demonstration projects under the broader Energy Innovation Program (Natural Resources Canada 2017a). The goal of these demonstration projects is to better understand how costs can be reduced and barriers to deploy next-generation EV charging infrastructure can be mitigated (Natural Resources Canada 2017a). In order to support all of the above mentioned programs, the provincial government has taken seriously the need to mitigate information failures in the market.

**Information Measures**

Information campaigns are information-based policy measures aimed at combating information failures in the market. The goal is to educate the public through information provision with the goal of helping
“households and businesses identify economically sensible choices that reduce GHG emissions” (Ecofiscal Commission 2017, p. 4). Information campaigns can take many forms, including: websites providing information, labeling for vehicles, consumer outreach and government-funded advertising (Axsen et al. 2016). A novel approach to educating consumers about electric vehicles was recently pioneered and funded by the Ontario Government. In May of 2017, the government supported the opening of the Plug’n Drive Electric Vehicle Discovery Centre to combat information failures hindering the uptake of cleaner vehicles (The Canadian Press 2017). According to the Centre’s website, the facility is “focused entirely on providing an experiential learning environment for electric vehicles”, where visitors can:

- Discover Ontario's Climate Change Action Plan and the role electric vehicles play in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
- Discover the environmental and economic benefits of driving an electric vehicle
- Discover Ontario's electricity system
- Discover and test drive the latest electric vehicle models from leading manufacturers

…all without the pressure of being in a sales environment (Plug’n Drive 2017).

**Transportation Demand Management**

Besides making passenger vehicles ‘cleaner’, the other major aim in developing a low-carbon road passenger transportation system is to try and reduce the use and number of personal vehicles on the road. As Lawless (2018) reminds us, “the only true zero-emission vehicle is one that is not driving”. Burda, Bailie and Haines (2010) explain that land-use and transit policies can be effective at reducing vehicle kilometers travelled (VKT) by enhancing transit systems and improving urban form in order to influence how far and by what method people travel. Policies that aim to meet these goals can be categorized as Transportation Demand Management (TDM) efforts. The impacts of these kinds of policies are diverse, including: “incentives for users to reduce driving, changing the frequency, mode, distribution, route or timing of their travel…reduc[ing] the need for physical travel through mobility substitutes or more efficient land use” and reforming policy to correct distortions in transport planning customs (Gwilliam et al. 2004; cited in Khan et al. 2007, p. 374).

**Transit-Integrated Land-Use Planning, Smart-Growth Measures**

Land-use planning has been and continues to be a key lever for the Government to curb transportation-related GHG emissions. Since the original Planning Act (RSO 1950) was passed in 1946, foundational rules for land use planning processes in the province have been set out; at the most basic level rules dictate how land uses can be controlled and who is able to control them. Critically, the Act allowed for municipalities to develop formal, binding official plans for their area (White 2007). The legislation permitted the province to provide policy guidance to municipalities regarding their planning decisions through Provincial Policy Statements. However these tools were not fully developed until the early 1990s. The province can influence municipal land-use planning decisions in other ways, including the provision of capital funding for large-scale transportation infrastructure (e.g. transit and roads). Although implicit linkages existed between land-use, transportation and climate change, explicit references to climate change issues did not appear until 2014.

Formal linkages between the province’s land-use planning policies and transportation demand management first emerged in the early 1990s through the work of the Commission on Planning and Development Reform. The work of the Commission lead to the adoption of a comprehensive set of Provincial Policy Statements (PPS) under the Planning Act in 1994. These reflected what would later be referred to as “smart growth” principles, including an emphasis on transit supportive densities and development, mixing of
residential and employment land uses to facilitate active transportation, and curbing urban sprawl (Winfield 2012).

These reforms were substantially weakened by the Progressive Conservative Government of Mike Harris, who was elected in 1995. The same government also withdrew provincial capital and operating support for transit projects, while placing a strong emphasis on highway construction. However, by the early 2000s a combination of concerns over rampant urban sprawl, traffic congestion and poor air quality compelled the Harris government to re-engage around transit infrastructure funding and land-use planning (Winfield 2012). As the problem of smog increasingly moved higher on the political agenda in the late 1990s, the Harris Government started to realize it needed to re-engage at some level in transit planning and funding; they also began discussing the concept of ‘smart growth’ in a formalized manner, launching a formal initiative in 2001, which in part led to the establishment of the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan and a five-year review of the Provincial Policy Statement (White 2007; Winfield 2012). The momentum around ‘smart growth’ was picked up by the next big change in government, the election of the Liberal Party, led by Dalton McGuinty, in 2003.

Building on some initial “smart growth” initiatives launched in the late stages of the Progressive Conservative government, the succeeding Liberal government under Dalton McGuinty undertook a major overhaul of the province’s land-use planning system between 2003 and 2006. The province’s initiatives included a significant strengthening of the Planning Act, the adoption of a revised PPS placing a strong emphasis on “smart growth” themes (including transit supportive development patterns), the creation of a “Greenbelt” within the Greater Toronto Area to contain urban sprawl, and the development of a “Growth Plan” for the region, intended to integrate land use and infrastructure planning (including transportation infrastructure). Although these planning and infrastructure development reforms were generally supportive of TDM and urban forms likely to reduce transportation related GHG emissions, they were not conceived of as climate change mitigation or adaptation strategies. Rather the underlying drivers remained sprawl, congestion and transportation-related air pollution.

It was only in 2014, under the Wynne Liberal Government (2013-2018), that climate change was integrated into land-use planning as a consideration in decision-making in earnest. In particular, the 2014 Provincial Policy Statement mentions climate change alongside longer-standing themes of transit-supportive, compact development; although, there was no formal mandate included requiring municipalities to plan to reduce emissions or adapt to the impacts of climate change (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2014). These references were expanded in the 2017 update to the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, although it is important to note that the plan only applies to the City of Toronto and surrounding area.

The 2017 Plan explicitly calls for municipalities to take action on climate change, both in terms of mitigation and adaptation (sec. 4.2.10 Climate Change). For example, in order to aid in the Province meeting its own GHG reduction goals, Policy 4.2.10.2 encourages municipalities to inventory GHGs, create strategies for emission reductions through the development of GHG reduction plans which stipulate interim and long-term reduction targets and to monitor progress against individual targets (Murphey et al. 2017). Policies are to be developed in the Official Plans of Upper and Single-tier municipalities that align with the Provinces’ 2015 Climate Change Strategy and 2016 Climate Change Action Plan, including:

- supporting the achievement of complete communities as well as the minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan;
- reducing dependence on the automobile and supporting existing and planned transit and active transportation;
- assessing infrastructure risks and vulnerabilities and identifying actions and investments to address these challenges;
• undertaking stormwater management planning in a manner that assesses the impacts of extreme weather events and incorporates appropriate green infrastructure and low impact development;
• recognizing the importance of watershed planning for the protection of the quality and quantity of water and the identification and protection of hydrologic features and areas;
• protecting the Natural Heritage System and water resource systems;
• promoting local food, food security, and soil health and protecting the agricultural land base;
• providing direction that supports a culture of conservation in accordance with the policies in subsection 4.2.9; and
• any additional policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and build resilience, as appropriate, provided they do not conflict with this Plan. (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs 2017, sec. 4.2.10)

In addition, the 2017 Plan more aggressively directs growth to priority transit corridors:

This Plan recognizes transit as a first priority for major transportation investments. It sets out a regional vision for transit, and seeks to align transit with growth by directing growth to major transit station areas and other strategic growth areas, including urban growth centres, and promoting transit investments in these areas. To optimize provincial investments in higher order transit, this Plan also identifies priority transit corridors and the Province expects municipalities to complete detailed planning for major transit station areas on these corridors to support planned service levels. (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs 2017, p. 11)

In addition to these key pieces of legislation, plans and many amendments to the Planning Act, guidance documents, such as the Ministry of Transportation’s Transit Supportive Guidelines (2012), have aided in producing positive environmental outcomes stemming from land-use and transportation planning and development. Subsequent Provincial Policy Statements (2005 and 2014) have also prioritized the need for ‘smart growth’ development and transit-integrated planning. These statements can be seen as another key crossover mechanism for the integration of transit and climate change objectives in land-use planning; unlike the Growth Plan for the GGH, the PPS integrates these objectives province-wide. For example, the most recent Statement (2014) for the first time discussed the concept of ‘active transportation’. Strong language (“shall”) is used around the need to incorporate active transportation in land-use planning decisions, as well as efficient resource use, intensification, freight and transit-supportive land-use patterns with the objective of minimizing negative impacts to air quality and climate change:

Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on:

a) densities and a mix of land uses which:
  1. efficiently use land and resources;
  2. are appropriate for, and efficiently use, the infrastructure and public service facilities which are planned or available, and avoid the need for their unjustified and/or uneconomical expansion;
  3. minimize negative impacts to air quality and climate change, and promote energy efficiency;
  4. support active transportation;
  5. are transit-supportive, where transit is planned, exists or may be developed; and
  6. are freight-supportive; and

b) a range of uses and opportunities for intensification and redevelopment in accordance with the criteria in policy 1.1.3.3, where this can be accommodated.

(Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2014, sec. 1.1.3.2)
While the 2014 PPS certainly provides a step in the right direction with regards to prioritizing transit-integrated planning and climate change adaptation and mitigation, the Statement is not without critiques. The term ‘sustainable’ and ‘resilience’ are found throughout the 2014 PPS with regards to development. For example, Policies 1.1.4.1(f), 1.1.6.1 and 1.1.6.4 explicitly promote sustainable management and resource use of rural lands and Policies 1.2.3 and 1.3.1(c) each promote the notion of ‘resilient communities’ (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2014; Flynn-guglietti and Forristal 2014). Importantly, as Flynn-guglietti and Forristal (2014) point out, neither of the terms ‘sustainable’ or ‘resilient’ are defined in the document. With regards to climate change, planning authorities are directed in Policy 1.8.1 to mitigate and adapt to climate change through land-use development; however, exactly what compliance with this policy would look like remains uncertain (Flynn-guglietti and Forristal 2014). As noted above, the introduction of the term ‘active transportation’ is an improvement on the previous PPS, but strong language (i.e. ‘shall’ vs. ‘should’) is missing with regards to incorporating the promotion of active transportation and a ‘complete streets’ approach in planning decision-making (Toronto Center for Active Transportation 2014). The pattern of somewhat vague language around climate change and sustainable development used in the 2014 PPS gives rise to concerns that any real impact will be limited.

In 2017, the Province’s three major plans with regards to conserving lands, the Niagara Escarpment Plan, The Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan, and the Greenbelt Plan were all updated. These plans build on the latest Provincial Policy Statement and work in concert with the Province’s climate change strategy, acting as a barrier to sprawl while protecting ecologically important land and water, as well as providing carbon sinks where emissions can be effectively sequestered (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2017a). In particular the Greenbelt is significant due to the vast amount of land it protects, nearly 2 million acres, and the location surrounding the province’s largest urban areas, the Golden Horseshoe (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2005). The Provincial government announced the expansion of the Greenbelt in 2013 (the first expansion since the 2005 Plan) and after much consultation, the updated 2017 Greenbelt Plan explicitly linked the protection of these lands to climate change action and expanded the Greenbelt to link key hydrological features (21 urban river valleys and 7 coastal wetlands) from the Greenbelt to Lake Ontario (The Friends of the Greenbelt Foundation n.d.) (see Figure 3).
In 2017, Bill 139, the Building Better Communities and Conserving Watersheds Act, (2017), provided a boost to the institutionalization of climate change adaptation and mitigation planning at lower levels of government. The Act highlights the role of land-use planning as a mechanism for protecting the environment and empowers Conservation Authorities with increased flexibility to deal with climate change and other environmental threats (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2017). The Building Better Communities Act (2017) adds a new clause to sec. 16 of the Planning Act (which governs the content of Official Plans), requiring that municipal Official Plans, for the first time, contain climate change policies where objectives are set and strategies and actions delineated that will reduce emissions and increase community resilience through adaptation strategies (Murphy et al. 2017; Environmental Commissioner of Ontario 2017). In the same section, an additional amendment allows the inclusion of policies relating to development around transit stations and stops (Building Better Communities and Conserving Watersheds Act 2017, Explanatory note). One key outcome of the changes this Act makes is that municipalities should, in theory, be able to develop transit projects with fewer barriers (ECO 2017).

In addition to the updates to environmental protection plans (e.g. the Greenbelt Plan) and the passing of the Building Better Communities Act, 2017 also saw the passing of Bill 68, the Modernizing Ontario’s
Municipal Legislation Act, (2017). This Act amended the Planning Act by incorporating “the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions and adaptation to a changing climate” as a matter of provincial interest. The Act also clarified that municipalities are able to pass climate change by-laws and participate in long-term energy planning as a means of mitigating the negative impacts of climate change in their communities (Murphy et al. 2017; Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2017b).

Changes to land-use planning in the province, especially new policy frameworks, over the past 25 years reflect the emergence of ideas around ‘smart growth’ and transit-supportive community building and the incorporation of best-practices in the field. The policy changes also reflect the province’s significant population growth, especially the growth of the urban mega-region of the GTHA, and the need to take aggressive action on minimizing urban sprawl. In addition to land-use planning taking on a ‘smart growth’ or a sustainable development orientation under the past Liberal governments, efforts to promote transit-integrated planning in the province also became more comprehensive during this time.

Transit Specific Planning or Investments

The provincial government passed the Metrolinx Act, (2006) creating an agency (Metrolinx) tasked to deal with coordinating and integrating transit planning, design, construction, with a particular focus on the largest urban region in the country, Greater Toronto Hamilton Area (GTHA) (Metrolinx 2018). Modern, comprehensive, transit-specific planning has since been formalized in the province, first in 2007 with the announcement of the “MoveOntario 2020” plan, which represents the largest transit investment in Canadian history at an estimated $17.5 billion CAD (Government of Ontario 2007). The plan includes 52 rapid transit projects in the GTHA, representing 902 kilometres of new rapid transit, with an estimated 175,000 associated construction jobs (Government of Ontario 2007). With regards to the environmental impact from this plan, the Province estimates 10 megatonnes of CO2 reductions by 2020 and associated smog reductions (Office of the Premier 2007).

Although this was a positive step in the sense that serious funding was committed to transit, it is important to note that the decision-making process for what projects would be funded was and remains largely political, as opposed to being based on an analysis or modelling of resulting GHG reductions or planning rationales (Pagliaro and Spurr 2017).

The following year transit expansion planning continued with the announcement of “The Big Move”, the first long-range regional transportation expansion plan for the GTHA (Metrolinx 2013). The plan was adopted by Metrolinx in 2008 and provides an ambitious 25-year plan to plan, design and build an extensive regional transportation system in this rapidly expanding urban area (Metrolinx 2013). MoveOntario 2020 was incorporated in this first comprehensive regional transportation plan, which has now been updated and led to the second draft regional transportation plan for the GHTA, The 2041 Regional Transportation Plan, which works together with the previously mentioned Growth Plans (Metrolinx 2017; Metrolinx 2018). The 2041 Regional Transportation Plan builds on past progress and continues aggressive expansion of rapid transit in the GTHA, which will see its population increase to roughly 10 million people by 2041:

- More than $30 billion is being invested in rapid transit infrastructure over the next eight years
- An extension of the Yonge-University Subway to Vaughan Metropolitan Centre opened in late 2017
- Led by Metrolinx, the Eglinton Crosstown light rail transit (LRT) line is under construction in Toronto, and more Viva/YRT bus rapid transit (BRT) is being built in York Region
- UP Express has answered the decades-long call for a fast, permanent rail link between downtown Toronto and Lester B. Pearson International Airport
- Planning and engineering design is underway for 14 projects including expansions of LRT, BRT and subway services
The expansion of rapid transit in the GTHA is currently the largest in North America, therefore it is not surprising that the government has increased methods and sources for funding transit planning, design and construction along the same time period. The first major fund to assist cities with projects to improve air, soil and water quality, including transit building, was set up in the year 2000 by the Federal government. The Green Municipal Fund was established to provide low-interest loans for municipal projects directly or indirectly addressing climate change challenges. Initially $550 million was endowed to the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, with an additional $125 million in 2016 and $72 million announced in 2017 (Federation of Canadian Municipalities 2017; Federation of Canadian Municipalities 2017a).

In the same year the Ontario Ministry of Transportation established a voluntary, competitive grant program for municipal governments wishing to implement TDM projects (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2011). Finally in 2008, the government passed Transit Projects And Metrolinx Undertakings (2008), O Reg 231/08 aimed at expediting all public transit projects by exempting them from environmental assessment requirements under the Environmental Assessment Act (R.S.O. 1990), so long as they go through an alternative expedited review process (Mahony 2016, 9-55).

The past five years have seen much more significant funding efforts by the government to expand and upgrade regional transportation networks, following the trend of significant increased funding for climate change projects more broadly. In 2014 the province established a Green Bond Program to fund projects with environmental benefits, including transit building, which received the first round of funds raised. The program is currently funding 12 projects with the most recent round of funding of $800 million (Ontario Financial Authority 2014; Government of Ontario 2016; ECO 2017). In another effort to fund mass transit and infrastructure projects, the Provincial government passed the Trillium Trust Act (2014), establishing a separate account funded by the sale of particular provincial assets (i.e. Hydro One), specifically dedicated to funding modern infrastructure and transportation networks (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2015).

As of 2017, the government was on track to meet its goal of reaching $5.7 billion to the Trillium Trust, having already dedicated $5.3 billion (Ontario Minister of Finance 2017a, p. 160). The money from the Trust will go towards the larger Moving Ontario Forward plan, which will invest $130 billion over 10 years in transit, transportation and other priority infrastructure. (Ontario Minister of Finance 2017a, p. 160; Ontario Ministry of Finance 2015). It is important to emphasize again that the nature of transit investment decision-making remains largely political, the process lacks sophisticated formalized and standardized modelling requirements in order to ensure investments are optimized by directing funding to projects with maximum GHG reductions. As Professor Haider from Ryerson University in Toronto explains, politicians view building transit in part as a way to get elected, therefore political as opposed to evidence-based rationales dictate decisions:

The public transit infrastructure investment is a taxpayer subsidy to politicians’ political ambitions because there’s no rationale for it most of the time. What gets built and what should have been built are completely two different things. (Pagliaro and Spurr 2017)
In 2017, significant additional funding for public transit projects and service improvements were announced by the government in the annual budget. The Budget dedicated $56 billion over the next ten years for rapid transit projects in Southwestern Ontario, as well as a transformation for the GO rail system under the GO Regional Express Initiative aimed at quadrupling the number of weekly trips to 6,000 by 2024-25 (Ontario Minister of Finance 2017a, p. 150). In addition, the 2017 Budget increased the share of the provincial gas tax that municipalities will receive from $334 million in 2016–17, to roughly $642 million by 2021–22 (Ontario Minister of Finance 2017a, p. 154). The amount of increased funding to municipalities is based 70% on ridership and 30% on population and will be dedicated towards local transit priorities (Ontario Minister of Finance 2017a, p. 154). With regards to making existing transit systems more efficient, the 2017 Budget also announced a $50 million investment over 11 years “to establish a Trade and Transportation Information System to fill significant information, data and analytical gaps in strategic elements of the transportation system” (Transport Canada 2016, p. 29).

The effort to increase delivery of expanded funding for transit, efforts to ensure timely completion of projects, and efforts to improve transit system efficiency with data and information systems illustrates that the prioritization of creating a regional rapid transit network in key provincial locations goes much further than rhetoric or plans on paper.

**Other TDM Measures**

Complimentary TDM measures that are substantive and designed to work directly in concert with land-use planning and transit expansion efforts have only been introduced in recent years, spurred on by a reinvigorated focus on addressing climate change issues beginning with Ontario’s Climate Change Strategy in 2015. In particular, efforts to promote active transportation (especially cycling) in order to support a modal shift in commuting behaviours, as well as more nuanced approaches to differential road treatments, like HOV and HOT lanes, have formed a central part of recent TDM programs. Funding TDM projects like the expansion of cycling infrastructure has also increased along this same time period.

**Active Transportation**

Encouraging active transportation, such as the use of bicycles for transportation purposes, by increasing the supply of alternative transportation infrastructure such as bike lanes and bike-parking, can enable modal shift and reduce VMTs (Cairns and Arros 2014). While increasing bike infrastructure is not a very cost effective way to reduce GHG emissions, there are many co-benefits outside of emission mitigation that make these programs attractive enough to realize widespread implementation; these programs can “improve health, fitness, and safety for cyclists, reduce transportation costs for people who cycle instead of drive, reduce the costs associated with traffic congestion, and increase the overall efficiency of the transportation network” (Litman, 2017; cited in EcoFiscal Commission 2017).

The beginnings of a shift in policy to encourage the use of bicycles started with small changes, such as allowing public transit vehicles to be equipped to carry bicycles in 2008 (Public Vehicles Amendment Act 2008). A much more comprehensive approach to encouraging commuter cycling in the Province began in 2014 with the “CycleON” Ontario Cycling Strategy, followed by the 2015 Ontario Municipal Cycling Infrastructure plan (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2016; 2016a). The Ontario Cycling Strategy consists of multi-year action plans to make the province more cycling-friendly over a 20 year horizon; the first plan #CycleON Action Plan 1.0 was an intergovernmental approach being implemented by twelve different ministries and the second plan, Action Plan 2.0, will continue this work over its implementation between 2018-2023 (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2016; Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018).

As a part of the first “CycleON” Action plan, the Ministry of Transportation established a $10 million Ontario Municipal Cycling Infrastructure Program to encourage growth in cycling over the next 20 years (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2016). The Ministry also released guidelines and manuals to aid in the
design and development of cycling facilities, including” the Ontario Traffic Manual Book 18: Cycling Facilities and the Bikeways Design Manual (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018). Legislative and regulatory amendments were also passed in 2015 to encourage more people to cycle by promoting cycling safety, including: a requirement for drivers to maintain a minimum distance of one metre when passing cyclists, allowing contra-flow bike lanes on on-way highways, and increasing the range for fines for “doorings” from $60-$500 to $300-$1000 with and associated increase in lost demerit points from 2 to 3 points (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018).

The new plan includes a host of initiatives to continue progress made in Action Plan 1.0. Some of these include: ensuring active transportation is built into official municipal plans and implemented in the 2041 Regional Transportation Plan for the GTHA, promoting and expanding active commuting to school, expanding provincial cycling infrastructure, continuing to promote cycling safety and awareness of cycling rules, and increasing cycling tourism opportunities (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018). As a part of Ontario’s Climate Change Action Plan, $150-$225 million has been dedicated from cap and trade proceeds to accelerate the implementation of the Ontario Cycling Action Plan, including the construction of curb-separated bike lanes and bike parking at GO stations (Morrow and Keenan 2016; Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018). Further to these efforts, in 2017, the Ontario Municipal Commuter Cycling Program was established, which directs $94 million over four years to municipalities to invest in commuter cycling infrastructure (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018; ECO 2017).

Car sharing/pooling

Car sharing/car-pooling programs are a more cost-effective way to attempt to reduce personal trip distance and vehicle ownership as compared to traditional public transit and promoting cycling commuting, and have also been proven to reduce GHG emissions (Cairns and Arros 2014; Clean Energy Canada et al. 2016). These programs can be operated as government-owned, private, not-for-profit or hybrid operations (Clean Energy Canada et al. 2016). Car-sharing/pooling programs lead to a reduction of fuel consumption and GHG emissions by supplementing transit and active transportation, filling gaps for trips where destinations are not easily or well served by transit, or in the case that cargo is needed to be transported (Elzen et al. 2004).

Governments may also facilitate car-sharing, for example through setting up organizations that facilitate information provision and sharing and reduce the transaction costs associated with organizing car-pooling. A good example of this in Ontario is the Greater Toronto-Hamilton region ‘Smart Commute’ program (Metrolinx 2017). The Ontario Ministry of Transportation also provides 6000 parking spaces specifically for park & ride or carpooling vehicles located in 80 lots (Ferguson, Harrison, Pang, Higgins, & Kanaroglou 2016). Although millions have flowed into the Smart Commute program, this government effort has had a negligible impact on reducing VMT (Yauch 2013). Anecdotal evidence would suggest that various technological applications have produced a much more widespread user base for car-sharing and carpooling in comparison to government directed programs like Smart Commute. Car-sharing and pooling applications like Lyft and Uberpool, as well as more informal Facebook groups for carpooling over longer distances (e.g. Waterloo to Toronto), have proliferated since the advent of the modern smartphone and social media websites and applications.

HOV and HOT lanes

Generally speaking, Ontario highway travel “is largely general purpose in its implementation and orientation”; there are only four highways with High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes in the province and
one pilot project for High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes (Ferguson et al. 2016; Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018a). Differential treatment of traffic flows, like increased use of HOV and HOT lanes, is required in order to optimize travel along key highway corridors, for example innovation corridors like Toronto-Waterloo (Ferguson et al. 2016). The *Highway Traffic Act* (R.S.O. 1990) is the primary piece of legislation regulating HOV lanes and road pricing in the province. Simply, road pricing means that vehicles are charged for access to certain roads with the aim of decreasing road use and/or shifting the time that roads are used (Cairns and Arros 2014).

These schemes can take many forms, including: congestion charges, cordon schemes, road tolls, distance-based fees and High Occupancy Tolls (HOTs) (Transportation Research Board 2011; Heptonstall et al. 2009). Toll roads and lanes are a scarcely used tool in Canada, which has only three significant highway stretches that are tolled, two of which (Highway 407 and 412) are in Ontario (Ferguson et al. 2016; Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2017). Currently, the Ministry of Transportation has converted HOV lanes on the Queen Elizabeth Way to HOT lanes as a first-ever pilot project with the aim of testing new ways to improve traffic flow and increase carpooling (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018a). Within the Canadian context, Duff and Irvine (2005) suggest road pricing is underutilized. This would especially seem to be the case in Southwestern Ontario where congestion and traffic delays have been stated to cause billions of dollars per year (Duff and Irvine 2005).

As mentioned above, a first-ever pilot project for testing the impact of HOT lanes was rolled out in 2016, covering 16.5 km of the QEW highway (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2016b); a positive sign for this underutilized method of managing traffic flows and raising revenues. Further use of HOT lanes are planned in the next few years, for example, a 15.5 km stretch of Highway 427 will be outfitting with electronic tolling in both directions starting in 2021 (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2016b). The cost of using the HOT lane is a key consideration, and potential issue for the design of this project in Ontario. The cost of a permit to use the HOT pilot lane is $60/month (Ontario MTO 2018a), or less than $3 per day for someone commuting five days per week. If the goal is to create a modal shift in commuting behaviour, this price signal is far too weak. The price must at least equal the cost of regional public transit, the GO Presto fare, if any considerable results in commuting behaviour and environmental benefits are to be realized.

HOV lanes are, in comparison, a more commonly used and accepted mode of manipulating traffic flows in the province, which is seeing an expansion of a planned HOV lane network. In 2005, the *Transportation Statute Law Amendment Act* (2005) introduced a new section (154.1) allowing the Minister of Transportation to designate any lane a HOV lane and to regulate what kind of vehicle type or class, and number of occupants, were able to use the lane. This is important not only to provide for the expanded use of HOV lanes, but as previously mentioned, allowed for ‘cleaner vehicles’ to use the lane even with single occupancy. An important concern arises with the promotion of HOV lanes in the province. A key critique from experts like Dr. Barry Wellar (Professor Emeritus, University of Ottawa) is that the Ministry of Transportation is “attempt[ing] to pass off HOV lanes as a sustainable transport practice, even though they have been panned in the literature, at public meetings, and in governmental correspondence as a gimmick to expand the highway network and add to the amount of private motor vehicle traffic on Ontario’s highways, thereby creating the demand for more highways...” (Wellar 2010, p. 19).

**Reducing Emissions from the Freight Transportation Sector**

In comparison to efforts to reduce GHG emissions from the passenger transportation sector, parallel efforts for freight transportation are extremely limited. This can be understood in part due to the unique technological challenges associated with pursuing low-carbon freight transportation, which are very significant. The importance of taking action to promote low-carbon freight transportation cannot be
understated. Since 1990, freight emissions have grown 205% and are on pace to outnumber passenger transportation emissions by 2030 in Canada (Wiginton 2018). This mirrors the situation in Ontario where freight emissions have also more than doubled since 1990 and are projected to continue to rise (ECO 2017). The shift to just-in-time delivery business model and more recent rapid increase in online shopping has meant demand for trucking has risen, alongside fuels allowing trucks to travel longer distances (ECO 2017). As Figure 6 illustrates, the increase in freight emissions in Ontario is primarily due to increased heavy trucking:

![Figure 6: The growth of freight GHG emissions in Ontario (1990-2014) (Natural Resources Canada 2016; cited in ECO 2017)](image)

While achieving a low-carbon freight transportation system remains a difficult challenge, rapid technological advances in key elements like batteries are making the possibility of electrified heavy-duty fleets a real possibility if governments provide the right mix of supportive policies (Wiginton 2018). Plans to reduce emissions from freight transportation have been initiated under the modern climate change governance approach at both the federal (The Pan-Canadian Framework on Climate Change, 2016) and provincial level (Ontario’s Climate Change Action Plan, 2016), although comparatively, less substantive action has taken place at the provincial level.

The Federal Pan-Canadian Framework sets out at least seven actions to directly and indirectly support a low-carbon freight industry in Canada (Government of Canada 2017; Wiginton 2018). Direct action to decarbonize the freight sector include: new heavy-duty emission standards for new vehicles, new rules for efficiency upgrades for existing trucks, partnerships for alternative fuel stations, investments in trade hubs, corridors and ports (Government of Canada 2017; Wiginton 2018). Indirect economy-wide measures like carbon pricing and a forthcoming federal low-carbon fuel standard will also aid in decarbonizing freight transport by making the direct actions more economically attractive (Government of Canada 2017; Wiginton 2018).

While trucks have become more efficient (i.e. less emission intensive), these gains have been greatly offset by the rapid increase in demand for trucking in the province and to a lesser extent that most trucks still run on carbon-intensive diesel fuel (ECO 2017). The provincial government has only a few policies in place to encourage trucks to be less emission intensive and more recently, that they utilize bio-blended fuels. Vehicle standards for trucks in the province are geared at higher efficiency outcomes, such as required speed limiters and revised truck dimension regulations to allow rear-aerodynamic devices (ECO 2017). The provincial government established a pilot Green Commercial Vehicle Program (GCVP) between 2008-2010 that was modernized using insights from the pilot and re-launched as a part of the Climate Change Action Plan in
The GCVP provides near-term emission reductions by subsidizing up to 50% of the cost to buy and install various technologies to reduce vehicle emissions such as anti-idling devices, aerodynamic devices and electric trailer refrigeration units (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018c). The program also subsidizes the purchase of electric and natural gas trucks as well as dual fuel and conversion kits (Ontario Trucking Association 2017).

Lower-carbon fuels are also being encouraged in the province. As explained previously, in 2014 the government introduced the Greener Diesel - Renewable Fuel Content Requirements For Petroleum Diesel Fuel (2014), O Reg 97/14, which established progressively stringent requirements for the bio-based component of the fuel phased in over three years (2014-2017). While the bio-based component for diesel is required to have a 70% lower GHG emission profile than petroleum diesel, the bio-based fuel quota is only 4% of the total fuel volume, meaning the emission reduction for the whole fuel blend is only reduced by 3% (ECO 2017). One misguided approach the provincial government is taking to reduce freight congestion on roads is to build new roads (e.g. Highway 412 and Highway 407 expansion) and expand truck capacity on existing roads, as suggested in the government’s Freight Supportive Guidelines (ECO 2017). As many empirical studies have illustrated, this will only increase freight related emissions (ECO 2017). While most of these initiatives are a step in the right direction, their impact will be nowhere near enough to reduce provincial freight emissions, which “are on track to use up the 2050 emission-reduction target for the entire province” (ECO 2017, p. 194).

**Potential Changes Under the New Progressive Conservative Government**

On June 7, 2018 Ontarians elected a Progressive Conservative Party (PC) government, led by now Premier Doug Ford, who won a majority of seats (76), followed by the Ontario New Democratic Party (NDP) (40 seats), ending a 15-year rule by the Ontario Liberal Party who won only 7 seats, and as a result lost official party status (Elections Ontario 2018). In addition to the three major parties, for the first time an Ontario Green Party Member of Provincial Parliament (MPP) was elected (Elections Ontario 2018). With regards to climate change and the importance of science and evidence in government decision-making, two recent changes under the new government provide signals that both are no longer top priorities.

First, the PC government has changed the name of the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change to the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks, eliminating the ‘climate change’ from the title (McGrath 2018). In addition, early in July 2018, Premier Ford fired the province’s first Chief Scientist, who was appointed to the newly created position in November of 2017 (Maloney 2018). While the exact meaning of these changes is not completely clear, the general orientation of the new government with regards to environmental issues has been illustrated very clearly via early actions. For example, Premier Ford recently announced the cancelation of 758 renewable energy installations, representing the latest round of planned renewable energy project procurements in the province (Winfield 2018). A particular hostility towards climate change action has been evidenced, in particular by early action to follow through on dismantling the provincial cap and trade system, a central feature of the new government’s election platform and now government mandate.

The new PC government stands in stark contrast to the past Liberal Party on many issues, but perhaps most dramatically on the issue of carbon pricing and aggressive action on climate change mitigation. As mentioned, the most clear example of this is province’s withdrawal from the Western Climate Initiative and cancel Ontario’s cap and trade program (Office of the Premier Designate 2018; Buchta, Corpuz and Coburn 2018). In addition to the lost revenue from cap and trade, roughly $2 billion CAD per year, Lisa DeMarco of the Toronto law firm DeMarco Allan, estimates the cost of canceling the program, including buying back
allowances already sold to companies covering emissions expected and beyond 2020, would cost the province between $2-4 billion CAD (Sharp 2018).

The cost also includes the price of potential litigation, estimated to be upwards of $100 million CAD, which will likely be result from this action (Sharp 2018). According to DeMarco, a full cancelation of the program may not occur and instead existing legislation may be tweaked and repackaged: “I think once they discuss with industry what’s working, they will likely keep a price on carbon but determine how best to use the proceeds,” she said, with such options as returning the revenues directly to ratepayers or taxpayers (Sharp 2018). As of early July, Ford has revoked the regulations outlining the carbon pricing system in the province and has begun the process of deciding how to revoke funding for projects paid for by carbon pricing proceeds (Loriggio 2018).

The new government’s disdain for carbon pricing also goes beyond provincial borders. The Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act (2018), which legally established the federal carbon backstop price, has recently received Royal Assent. Premier Ford has stated continually that he will launch a legal challenge against the federal government’s imposition of a carbon-backstop pricing regime for provinces who do not already have an equivalent pricing scheme, a legal battle he is unlikely to win according to constitutional and environmental law experts (Sharp 2018; Buchta, Corpuz and Coburn 2018; Rolfe 2018).

In addition to lost revenue from cap and trade and significant costs associated with pulling out of the system, the province may also not receive its $420 million share of the federal Low Carbon Economy Fund as a result of cancelling carbon pricing in the province, effectively pulling out of the national climate change plan without any alternative plan to address climate change issues (Wechsler 2018). Finally, the province has GHG reduction targets enshrined in law as per the Climate Change Mitigation and Low Carbon Economy Act (2016). The fate of these targets and framework legislation under the new government is unclear.

With regards to policies impacting transportation-related emissions, the new PC government has canceled many of the ‘cleaner vehicle’ programs and policies, which made up the bulk of new environmentally-oriented policies in the transportation sector. The Electric and Hydrogen Vehicle Incentive Program and the Electric Vehicle Charging Incentive Program were both cancelled, effective July 11, 2018 (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2018d; Blinch 2018). The PC government has also committed to reducing the provincial gasoline tax by 10 cents/litre (Winfield 2018).

In terms of public transit projects, Premier Ford has a strong preference for subways and underground transit, committing $5 billion for subways in Toronto and support for other regional rapid transit projects (Canadian Press 2018). It is highly problematic that there is no clear strategy for how these would be funded (Canadian Pres 2018), especially with funds not being continued through cap and trade, in addition to the fact that subways tend to only be financially feasible to construct and maintain in areas with significant population density, potentially leaving out much of the province. Also problematic is the continuation of political decision-making around transit priorities as opposed to more evidence-based decision-making. On the whole, the funding announced by Premier Ford for transit is less than the previous Liberal Government (Canadian Press 2018). Finally, the promotion of active transportation has been impacted by the cancelling of the Ontario Municipal Commuter Cycling Program (Stuckless 2018).

**CONCLUSION**

Ontario has relatively well developed governance structures and regulatory regimes around air pollution, infrastructure and land-use planning. Although some of these regimes date back to the 1940s and 1950s, linkages between land-use planning and transportation only began to be made in a formal sense in the early
1990s. Although many of the resulting policies were potentially strongly supportive of transportation related GHG emission reduction strategies, explicit references to climate change mitigation only began to emerge very recently under the Wynne government from 2014 onwards, and the province’s carbon pricing system, a cap and trade structure flowing from the original Western Climate Initiative, only began to be implemented in 2017.

In particular, land-use planning laws and regulations, especially in the GTHA, have been critical for ensuring Ontario’s passenger transportation emissions don’t grow exponentially as a result of continued sprawl. Much of this emergent policy infrastructure is now dismantled or being dismantled by the new Ford government. The new government claims to recognize the reality of climate change, and has committed to the development of a new climate change strategy. However the contents of that strategy are completely unknown at this stage. In the words of the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, the June 2018 election of the Ford Government has resulted in “an abrupt halt” of climate change efforts and the passing of legislation to repeal the Green Energy and Economy Act and the province’s cap and trade system will “leave Ontario with no statutory emission targets, no pathway to achieve targets, weak reporting, no carbon price, and no stream of revenue to invest in solutions” (ECO 2018, p. 66).

In the case of Ontario, as with many other jurisdictions, the challenge to reduce emissions in general, and from the transportation sector, remains largely a political one. Better understanding how the political acceptability of mitigation policies can be increased through strategic communication efforts will be a key step in ensuring a sufficient level of social consensus upon which policies can be justified. In addition, ensuring climate policies are designed in a robust and resilient manner, so that they may continue to exist effectively through shocks, changing governments, policy paradigms and swings in issue-salience, is necessary to create the policy stability required for meeting long-term objectives around reducing emissions.
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APPENDIX A: A NOTE ON ‘REBOUND EFFECTS’ AND PERVERSE INCENTIVES

Policies formulated to produce an intended effect, such as lowering carbon emissions from passenger transportation, do not always produce the desired impact when implemented. In some cases, policies may actually have the opposite effect. In these situations, a perverse incentive is said to have been created, resulting in a perverse effect: “An unforeseen negative consequence of an action or policy that produces exactly the opposite to the intended effect” (Heery and Noon 2008). A rebound effect is a particular kind of perverse effect that has been the subject of much discussion in the transportation field (Owens and Driffill 2008). Berkhout, Muskens and Velthuijsen (2000, p. 426) define the rebound effect as follows:

Technological progress makes equipment more energy efficient. Less energy is needed to produce the same amount of product, using the same amount of equipment - ceteris paribus. However, not everything stays the same. Because the equipment has become more energy efficient, the cost per unit of services of the equipment falls…A price decrease normally leads to increased consumption. Part of the ceteris paribus gains is lost, because one tends to consume more productive services, and the extra demand for productive services from the equipment implies more energy consumption.

Within the context of reducing emissions from the passenger transportation sector, the impact of improving fuel efficiency from vehicles provides a clear illustration of a direct rebound effect and also highlights the influence of price elasticity of demand for fuel in modifying the overall magnitude of the rebound effect in the transport sector. If vehicle efficiency is improved for a given automobile, meaning less fuel is required to drive an additional distance, than the increase in fuel efficiency can lead a driver to drive more, therefore increasing overall fuel use. This means some of the gains in terms of reduced carbon emissions (from increased vehicle efficiency) is lost or offset by the choice to drive more (Owens and Driffill 2008; Farber and Carlarne 2018). This assumption that a person will make the choice to drive more is based on neoclassical principles of economics, where an actor is assumed to be rational and have certain and complete information, which they use to make optimal decisions that maximize their utility (Berkhout et al. 2000). The assumption of rationality is a necessary condition for the existence of the rebound effect (Berkhout et al. 2000).

There are also indirect rebound effects, where money saved from increased energy efficiency is re-spent elsewhere, or where demand is reduced for energy, lowering prices, and resulting in increased demand for the energy source (Nadel 2012). Using the same example of increased vehicle efficiency, if less fuel is required to drive a given distance, demand for fuel decreases, leading to a price reduction, which may cause other drivers to increase their demand for fuel (Farber and Carlarne 2018). The magnitude of the effect within the context of automobiles is not very large as it is modified by the fact that demand for gasoline is relatively inelastic (Farber and Carlarne 2018). Theoretically, an increase in energy efficiency could actually lead to a increase in total energy consumption, although study of empirical evidence of the rebound effect suggests the effect is limited (Farber and Carlarne 2018). Although an exact estimate of the magnitude of the rebound effect is difficult to determine, general, economy-wide (indirect) rebound effect for OECD countries is estimated to be around 10% (Farber and Calarne 2018).